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'ABSTRACT

In' Automatic Generation: Control systems, the Area" Control Error,

(ACE) is a parameter which is used as a measure of the generation require-

ment of an area in a multi�area inter-eonnected power system. Due to nor

mal load changes, ACE signals are random, in nature and, contain wide band

noise. Filtering of ACE signals to reduce the unwanted noise components is

needed to reduce mechanical wear and provide' smoother operation. The clas

sical ACE filters now in use ate incapable of achieving' a high noise, redne-

tion ratio together with a fast transient response. In this thesis, the appliea-

tion of Kalman futering of ACE signals is discussed and an ada.ptive ACE

futer .is described which' achieves both a high noise reduction' 'ratio and ,fast,'
'

response with excellent flexibility for varying noise conditions. The transient

perforinance has been enhanced by applying a P.ttern recognition, technique.

A design scheme is provided for 'practical applications, and some implemen

tation problems are assessed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background or ACE Filtering Problems

As electric power systems grow, it is necessary to employ various con

trol systems to maintain quality, reliability, security and economy of opera

tion. The Automatic Generation. Control' (AGC) is an important part of the

control hierarchy of a power system which enables all area. to operate ln

dependently with' respect to other areas in an interconnected power pool. It

achieves· this
.

using a load frequency controller (LFC) to regulate the power

generation in .each area in response ·to changes in system' frequency; area load

and tie-line flow interchanges with neighbouring areas in the interconnected

pool.

The AGC system detects the changes of loads in each, area. The maJor

loads and small loads change with. time; however, not all .the load demand

changes require generation changes beeause some. ·of· them are' too small or

too temporary to need it. ThU$, there arises the need. for filtering the genera

tion control' signals to determine when generation changes are actually

needed [1, 2] ..
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1.1.1. Automatic Generation Control

A control area is .defmed as a part of an interconnected power system.

to which. a generation control scheme is applied (3) .. It may be a separate

utility or part of a. large one. A literature survey (3-7] indicates that the

most appropriate control strategy for area control is the one based on the

"tie-line bias" principle, where the main objectives of area control are to

compensate for the change in the' frequency of the power system' and the tie- .

line' flow exchanges' with neighbouring control areas, The conventional

method (6). of keeping the frequency and
.

tie-line flow' at a constant level or
. .

within scheduled limits depends on the hierarchical· control structure which

includes the turbine governor control system (primary control), the automatic

generation control system (secondary control) and the economic dispatch and

security control system (tertiary control). The fll'St level of control" the

primary control, is achieved by the governor which operates on an individual·

generating unit. This is now, in many modern utilities, a digital-analog.

hybrid type device
.

and is fast acting (in the' order of· a fraction of a second .

to a feW seconds). . The next higher level is the secondary control called the

Automatic Generation Control (AGe)..This may be either digital or. analog.

This is slower acting than the primary'" controller (in the' order of a. few'

seconds to a few minutes) and has both the system frequeney and tie-line
,

flow control tasks.· The filtering of the generation control signal is at· this

level and·must be much faster acting than· the controller it$elf•.The highest

level is the Economic Dispatch Control (EDC). It distributes the total area

generation amongst all generating Ullits in· the most economical and secure

way.
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While discussing �ea regulating requirements, Cohn [7) introduced the

term "Area Control Error'" (ACE) as the linear combination of the two most

commonly encountered variables:

- the tie-line power flow error;

- the system frequency error.

These . errors are the differences between the actual values of the variables

and their scheduled or set-point values.

I

lFC II

f Smoothed ACE

lACE Alter I

f Measured ACE
p. . f":-1 ACE Calculator I: I0Il

Area 1 .. •

Ptie t Area 2

Pet
_ Unit 1 .

_

.. ..

,. '.

Tte-line +- G2
.

- -

P.'tZ
Unit 2

-

�

1 •. H,

L, L2

Figure ·1.1. Use·of ACE in· the AGC System.

Figure 1.1 shows how the ACE signal � used in Area. 1 of an intereen-.

neeted power system. The total generation in this area is the sum of that of



generating unit 1 (with AGe) 'Pgl' and that. of generating unit 2 (Without

AGe) 'Pg2'. The desired objective of. the system generation is to match the

total area load 'LI' while maintaining the system frequency and the . net tie

line power interchanges with neighbouring areas as close to their scheduled

settings as possible. Assume there. occurs a load increase (ALI> 0) in Area

1. Initially the increment of load in that area is satisfied by the stored spin

ning energy' in . the local generating units, resulting in' a corresponding

decrease in the system frequency. The drop in. frequency activates the turbine

governor control systems of the individual power units in both areas. For ex

ample, in Area 1, both the generators will regulate. their power outputs by'

the action of their steady-state speed governors for the restoration of the fre

quency. After a short period of time a new 'steady state is reached, in which

the system frequency has decreased. slightly and the power interchanges be

tween the are. have deviated from their previous values .. Then AGe begins

to perform its assigned taSk of the r.esetting the system· unbalance. The' fre

quency and tie-line power flow errors are meaSured to calculate the ACE by

the. ACE calculator. The ACE is then directed to the LF'C to provide a new

speed regulation reference 'Sref' to the turbine-governor system.s of the con- .

trolled unit (Unit 1) for the changes of the generated. power. output. Finally

the system frequeney is restored to the previous set-point by the. increased

power generation.
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1.1.2. The Noisy ACE Signal

The measured ACE signal contains. the true ACE signal (ACEtrue) .plus

several noise components. It is important that the generation control system

responds to ACEtrue but not to the noise.

The true ACE signal is the component needing generation .action be

cause it is caused by the change of the major loads or ·of the power. genera

tion schedule.

The ACE noile is the unwanted components in the ACE signal and

does not require the generation control action. These components . are com

posed of the small.tluctuations in the power signal and.·the frequeney: signal.

The fluctuations are caused by the random changes of small loads and other

random disturbanc.es.

1.1.3. Problems Caused by the ACE· NoiSe

the ACE noise is raadom in nature. It may. cause some significant

problems in power system operation and control [1, 2, 8, 9). One problem

caused by the ACE noise is. that, if an incorrect ACE signal is fed into the :

AGC system,. an incorrect generation control will result. Another effect of

this noise is the unnecessary mechanical wear of the speed changing com

ponents. There is a dead band inthe governor of a turbine. If its dead band

is . smaller than the ACE. noise, the governor wlll be subject to excesslve

wear. This kind of mechanical wear must be reduced.as much as possible for.

smoothoperation and longer life of the equipment.
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1.1.4:. ACE Filtering .Problems

The ACE noise is currently reduced by classical filters, l.e.. , analog or

digital filters based on frequency response designs. Due to thea. frequency

selective nature,.· classical ACE filters have three major defieieneiee as follows:

1. A classical ACE filter can only reduce the noise lying outside its

pass band. The ACE noise, however, occur as random deviatlons

from the true ACE signal and. may lie in a wide frequency band;

therefore, . a classical filter is not the best for the filtering of· the

noisy· ACE signal.

2. The AGe system is required to respond to a load ·change as fast··

as possible, so that the ACE filter must be faSt enough to pass

the true ACE signal. The dynamic performance of a elassieal lil-

ter, however, is related. to its pass band characteristics. 1f the cut-

ott frequency of a low pass r1lter is reduced to filter out more

noise, its transient response will be slower. It is difticult to design

an ACE filter with both a high signal-to-noise . improvement ratio

and a fast transient response.·

3. It is difficult to. make . an. analog flIter adaptive� Once its

parameters are determined, an anelog filter is fiXed and can work
.

.

only in the designated way with ··poor flexibility. The flexibility of

a classical digital· filter, though better than that of an analog. fil

ter, is still not satisfactory for many applications. The noise con-
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ditions of the. ACE· signal may change significantly in. a power

system� and it is difficult to design a classical filter to cope with

the variable noise conditions of such a signal.

1.2. Objectives of Research Reported in This Thesis

The research reported . in this thesis was intended to meet a three-fold

objective:

1. To develop a suitable filter for the noisy ACE signal With high

performance, adaptation to the changing· noise conditions, and

some degree· of intelligence;

2. To .provide a simple and practical design scheme for the ACE fil

ter;

3. To discuss some problems related to the imple:mentatioB of such

filters in practical situations.

1.3. Philosophy of Solution

In this thesis;· attention is limited to. considerations of the noise reduc

tion. and the transient response of the ACE filter; the overall· dynamics of

the AGe system were not studied.

For study purposes, a step funCtion with zero mean white· Gaussian

noise was used as the noisy ACE signal. The step ACE signal approximates

the real signal and is the worst case to be expected. The settlin:g time was
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used for the measure of the transient process of the ACE filter.. A settling"

time of 0.1 second to force the signal within a 5% band was considered

satisfactory for the reason that the equivalent overall time. constant of the'

AGe system is ·usually in the order of several seconds. The basic objective is

to make the filter transient responee fast enough so that it does not ad

versely· affect the performance of the overall AGC system.

A noisy step ACE signal was used for the studies of ACE filtering

described in Chapter 5. Step and Ramp ACE signals were used for the

studies of adaptive ACE tiltering reported in Chapter 6. More types of

. ACE signals were used in Chapter' 7 fot the studieS of self.-eognitive ACE fil- ..

tering.

The ACE signal obtained from measurement contains the ACE nolse .

and this is input to the ACE ruter. 'It is called MACE in this thesis. The

ACE noise is. also called the .MACE noise. The smoothed ACE (SACE). sig

nal is obtained from the output termilial of the tilter.

The noise reduction ratio of the ACE .fllter. can. be' obtained by compar� ".

ing the variance of the, SACE noise with that of the MACE neise. It was .

.

intended that. a noise reduction ratio of 20 dB be achieved since that would

be better than what can be achieved by a conventional classical fllter of the
.

type normally used in this situation.

The theory of Kalman rutering was applied for the flltering of the ACE
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signal since it can provide . an . optimal result. This would be· applied using .

digital techniques' so sampling rates need consideration.

The sampling rate of the ACE tiltering must be properly selected in

practical applications. A high tiltering sampling rate· can result in a fast

transient �ponse of the ACE tilter. 'A sampling rate of several hundreds of

data points per second can be obtained by the measurement equipment. A·

lower sampling· rate is adequate for. output since the. AGC system is rela

tively slow a.eting and needs only a few control data samples per second.

Based on the stochastic nature of the noisy ACE signal, an adaptive

ACE tllteJ" WeB developed in this thesis to cope .with the time-varying noise'

conditions which arise from time to time and from one power system' to

another. The transient response of the ACE tilter was made faster by taking

advantage or a pattern reco�ition technique. It was also shown that a better

tiltering· of the ACE noise might be achieved by this technique.

If the' concepts in this thesis were to be implemented using a digital·

computer, then some problems of sampling rates, round-otT error and com

puter power would need to be considered.

1.4. Outline' or Thesis

In Chapter '1, a brief introduction .to the ACE flltering problems and .

the intended studies are. presented, The outline and the main contributions ·of

this thesis are reported.
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To apply the Kalman filtering theory, the models of the noisy·ACE sig.;.·

nal are developed and deseribed in Chapter 2.·' The chazacteristics of the.

ACE noise are discussed. The operational modes' of the AGe system and

their effects on the resulting ACE signals. are discussed briefly � Chapter 3.

presents the brief introduction to the theory of the Kalman filtering. Only

the basic . conclusions and algorithms are introduced. since there' are many

books on this theory.

The' algorithms for the Kalman ACE filtering are developed in Chapter.

4. The determination of the filter pazameters. is discussed and the filter per

formance is analysed. In Chapter 5, the fllter is examined through simulation
.

studies··based on the unit step response and· the filtering· of a. noisy step

ACE signal for vazioUB no� conditions and at diffe�nt sampling rates.

The algorithms for the . adaptive ACE filtering. are ·developed in Chapter

6 and the seIf-cognitive ACE fllter is developed in Chapter 7. Simulation

studies cazried out for .various types of noisy ACE .signals are described in.'

both chapterS. A design scheme and some' implementa.tion considerations· are

discussed 'in Chapter 8.·

Based upon the studies in previous chapters, the. summary. and' conclu

sions of the research are presented in Chapter 9•.Some existing problems and

further. research work are also. discussed.

An analysis of an analog ACE filter is presented. in . Appendix A· for -.

comparison with the Kalman ACE filter.
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1.5. Main Contributions of This Thesis

A series of. problems have been solved in the area of ACE . tiltering.

The main eontributions of this. thesis can be stated as follows:

1� The basic algorithms. for an optimal ACE tilter are developed by

applying the Kalman tiltering theory. The performance of this til-

ter can be made much better than· the classical tilters in . both the

transient response· and the noise reduction. A discrete time linear
.

state model of the ACE signal is developed.

2. An adaptive ACE .tilter is developed based on· the estimation of

the noise characteristics of· ·the ACE sipal and the bssie al

gorithms for the optimal ACE tiltering. This makes it possible to .

achieve a sub-optimal tiltering of· the ACE signal· with non-

stationary.noise. .

3. A self-eognitive ACE .tilter is developed by using a pattern recog-
..

. .

nition technique. This tilter has a. faSter transient response and a.

higher noise reduction ratio than . those of the basic KalDian . ACE

flIterS. An· adaptive and self-cognitive.ACE tilter is developed- for

the smoothing of. the noisy ACE signal in power· systems· where.

the noise conditions may change. drastically.

4. A . design seheme is proposed for· practical applications. Some

problems are discussed for the implementation of a real ACE filter

based on micro-eomputer technology •.
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5. Various simulation studies are carried out and the theoretical con..

clusions have beenverified by the simulation results. .

/
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Chapter 2

DISCRETE TIME MODEL. OF.

ACE SIGNAL

2.1. IntroduetioD

The Area· Control Error, or ACE,
.

represent$ the. generation change re

quired in 8.D. latereonneeted power system to restore frequency and net tie

line power interchanges to their scheduled values. The 'ACE is used as the

control signal to regulate the governors of turbine-generators under automatic·

generation control (AGC) to change power generation to restore the ACE as

quickly as possible to zero. The ACE signal shoutd be kept small. It ·should

not be allowed to drift, which means that the integral of the ACE OVer an .

appropriate time should be minimum. Many of· the errors . in . the ACE. are

due simply to random small load changes that need not cause control. action.

Trying to respond to these random
.

load fluctuations will inerease. wear. on

the unit speed changing .equipment. For the purpcse of .convenienee arid ·in

keeping' with . reality, the ACE signal can be. assumed to be" a noise-free

ACEtrue signal with zero mean white Gaussian noise" added as follows:

(2.1)

where U,l(t) is the noise caused by sm811 load fluctuations�
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2.1.1. Noise-Free ACE Signal (ACEtrue)
The rates of. rise of major load changes are usually so large that· the

resulting ACE increments (ACEtru�) can be assumed as steps; therefore, a

step ACE signal can be used for the analysis of ACE tiltering problems.

2.1�2. ACE Noise

In power systems, small loads. usually change randomly and indepen

dently with time. The magnitudes or such load fluctua.tions are random and

are much smaller than the large load chaages, Among these small loads, the

smaller changes occur more frequently than the larger ones. The load fluctua.

tions are therefore approximately Gaussian distributed and the resulting ACE

noise can be reasonably assumed as a white Gaussian noise. Considering the

rut that the small loads are either switched on or ott around. the. average

system load, it is also reasonable to medel the ACE load noise
.

with zero

mean. [101. Thus the probability density functions for a short term ACE sig

nal for a few seconds ·and for the ACE noise can be given respectively by··

1 (ACE-M)2
p(ACE) = rr: exp( 2D2· )

v2i-D
(2.2)

and

1 ACE Noi8e2
p(ACE Noi8e) = exp( )rr: 2D2·V21rD

(2.3)

where M is the mean of the ACE signal in the short term, D is the stan-

.
.

dard deviation of the ACE noise.
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The ACE signal is obtained through physical telemeter instruments. and

telecommunication transmission. It is well . known that the. measurement . and

transmission noises have zero mean white Gaussian characteristics [1, 2, 11).

Therefore, the noisy ACE' signal is given by

. (2.4)

. .

The ACE noise 1It(t) is the sum or the load noise till(t) and the transmission

noise w2(t), and has zero mean Gaussian characteristics.

2.2. Three Types· or ACE Sipals

There are basically three modes of power system AGC operation lead-

ing to three types of ACE signals [4,. 7]. The three modes are:

- Constant Tie-Line' Mode

- Constant· Frequency Mode

- Frequency Bias Mode

2.2.1. COllStant Tie-Line Mode

In the 'constant tie-line mode of operation, the tie-line flow· is regulated

to match the scheduled interchange of· electric energy between two power sys-

tems. The difference . between the actual' tie-line flow and' the scheduled ti&.-

line flow is used as the regulation signal for the AGC. The equation for the

constant tie-line mode of the ACE calculation is given by [4)

ACE=P- p.ch = /:;.P (2.5)
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where P is the actual value of the tie-line power flow out of. the local area,

P,ela is the scheduled value of tie-line power flow out of the -local area. The

ACE signal obtaJned in this mode of operation usually contains rapidly

changing steps' since, the power demand or supply may change suddenly in a

power system.

2.2.2. Constant Frequency Mode

In this mode, the difference between the actual and scheduled values of

system frequency is used as the control error for the AGe controller. The

ACE equation for the' constant frequency mode Is given by (4)

, ACE= -lOB(I-I,eiJ = -lOBal (2.6)

where I is the utual frequency, I,ela is the scheduled value, B(MWIO.lHz)

is the frequency bias factor which is determined by parameters of the AGC

system. The 'constant ,10 is the 'frequency ,error weighting factor. T�e' ACE'

signal obtained in this mode of operation changes continuously rather than

step-wise because power systems are fmite in energy, and, possess, inertia '

which smoothes, frequency changes.
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2.2.1. Frequency Bias Mode

The frequency bias mode of operation was developed for more effICient

control of the power generation. Both frequency and tie-line flow can be

restored to their scheduled values by using the ACE signal calculated by this

mode. The equation of the ACE for the frequency bias mode of operasien is

given by (2, 4)

== ACEtr.. + 11)ACE (2.7)

The noise "'ACE is the linear combination of the frequency noise tIJIrt:qu�nc,

and the power noise 10·· ., and is still a zero mean white Gaussian noise:
po�r

(2.8)

The ACE signal obtained by· this mode of operation may· contain both··

rapidly thanging steps and slow, long periOd changes.

2.3. Discrete Model or Noisy ACE Signal

The system state model of the ACE signal·can be described by the fol

lowing general discrete. time equations (12):

X(k+l) ::: F(k)X(k) + C(k)U(k) + tI(k)

Y(k) :::: H{k)X(k) + D(k)U(k) + 1O(k)

(2.9)
.

(2.10)

where .,
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F(Ic) state transition matrix;
H{Ie) measurement·matrix; .

C(Ie) state control matrix;
D( Ie) output control matrix;
,,(Ie) model noise;
w( Ie) measurement noise;
X(Ie) state variable vector;
Y( Ie) measurement variable vector;
U(Ie) control variable vector.

,,(Ie) is the noise originating inside the system model, and is called the model

noise; w(le) is the the. noise in the measurement process,· and is called the

measurement noise. Both are .independent white Gaussian noises.

Model

Noise . X(k+1)
v(k)

Measurement
Increment·

NOise
U(k) w(k)

Delay
+ ACE(k+1)· ACEOd .

Figure 2.1 Diserete Time ACE System

In state-space. fonn, use ACE(Ie) as the state variable X(k). The dis-·
.

crete time ACE signal is given by

ACE(Ie+l) = ACE{Ie) + aACE(Ie) + ,,(Ie) (2.11)

For simplicity; the increment aACE(Ie) is defined as U(lef, and the measured

ACE signal is defined as MACE, then.
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ACE(k+l) = ACE(k) + U(k) + fJ(k) = ACE'r". + v(k)

MACE(k) = ACE(k) + U(k) + w(k) = ACE,,,,,. +w(k)

(2.12)

(2.13)

as shown in Figure 2.1, where the model noise v(k) and the measurement

noise w{Ie) are independent zero mean white· Gaussian noises. Th�ir variances

are given by

V{v(Ie)) = Q(k)

V{w{Ie») = R(Ie)

(2.14)

(2.15)

2.4:. Noises in the ACE System

There are various types of noises in the ACE system which have to be

separately modelled according to their properties. The noises are caused

mainly by the load fiuduations, the transmission noise and the round-off er

rors due to finite word length effects· in the analog-to-digital (A/D). conver

sion and the recursive filtering.

2.4.1. Model Noise

The model noise v{le) originates inside the ACE system and from· signal

processing. The round-off errors before. the kth recursive computation of the

.fi1tering accumulate and result in a shift on the k'h sampled ACE data., i.e.

cause a noise in modelling the ACE system. The characteristics of this model

noise.will be discussed later (see Section 6.2.1) because it is related to the

structure of the filtering algorithms.
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2••. 2. Measurement ·Noise

The measurement noise w(Ie:) is caused by the external disturban�es·

such as the transmission noise, the round-off. error in the AID conversion

and the small load fluctuations.

1. The transmission noise is caused by the measurement errors and

other disturbances in the transmission of· data which act on the

measured ACE sip,al and form parts· of the. measurement noise.

This noise is usually' zero mean white. Gaussian.

2. The noise caused by the round-off error in the AID·' conversion

acts on the transmission path and can be considered as a part of

the measurement noise. The round-off error is independent and'

has a zero mean. Suppose the word length of the AID' converter

is II and the maximum absolute value of data is A, the variance

of this noise is given by [13]

(2.16)

3. The small load fluctuations are treated as the maJority· of the

measurement noise of the' ACE system because they· are much

greater than the transmission noise and the round-ott error. The

resulting noise is· zero . mean white Gaussian as sh()wn in Section

2.l. The characteristics of the load fluctuations can be obtained

by the statistical analysis of the sampled ACE data.
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Since all the disturbances are. zero mean . white Ga.ussian,· the measurement

noise of theACE system has the same kinds of. statistical properties. These

are given by

M{w(k)] =M[Transmi88ion Noise) +MfA/D Noise)

+ MtLoad Fluctuations)

=0

V[w(k)) = V[Tran8miuion Noise) + V(A/D Noise}

+ V(Load Fluctuations]

� V[Load Fluctuation.)

2.5. Conclusions

In . this chapter, the ACE signal in a power system is examined for

both the changing rate. and the random nature of small and large loads. The

(2.17)

(2.18)

stochastic chatacteristics of the ACE signal are discussed. For the purposes

of filtering, the short term ACE signal (for a few seconds) is modelled as a

step function with zero mean white Gaussian noise. Three modes of· system .

operation, constailt.· tie-line flow, constant frequency· and frequency bias

modes, are presented as the bsckground to the ACE problems.

The one-dimensional discrete state equation of the ACE signal is

derived. The ACE noise due to external effects, i.e. the measurement noise "

w(Ie), is analysed and is modelled as. a zero mean Gaussian· noise. . The .

statistical characteristics of the measurement noise is derived in : Equations

(2.17)
.

and (2.18).

/
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The noise inside the ACE system is modelled as the model noise which

is caused by. the round-ott error in the recursive computation .0£ filtering. Its

characteristics. ate left for a later solution when the recursive filtering al

gorithms are developed (see Section 4.2).
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Chapter 3

THEORY OF KALMAN FILTERING

3.1. Introduction

There are various kinds of filters for different applications. Originally,

eleetrical filters used passive circuit elements (R, L, C) to give frequency

selective behaviour. Digital filters use components such as analog-to-digital

and digital-to-analog converters, shift registers, read-only memories and even

microprocessors. They have several advantages over analog filters, the most

important of which is that the parameters of digital filters can be readily set

and held to a high· order of precision, thereby achieving filtering. characteris

tics which could not be obtained reliably with analog filters. Another·.impor

taut advantage is that the parameters of digital. filters can be easily reset or

made adaptive.

The statistical approach to filtering requires knowledge. of certain statis

tical properties of the useful signal and its unwanted noise. . The task is to

.

eliminate the noise as much as possible. The earliest statistical idea is "The

Least Square Approach" introduced by Gauss in 1795� Much more recen�ly,

Wiener filtering theory was introduced by Wiener and Kolmogorov [14, 15].

Wiener filtering, though brilliant in theory, is restricted in applications be-
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cause it is hard to implement and can be used only on time-invariant single

state variable signals.·

The theory of Kalman-Bucy filtering arose because of the diftlculties ·of

applying Wiener-Kolmogorov theory to certain applications in which non

stationarity of the signal and/or noise was intrinsic to the problem

[16, 17, 18). Kalman filters, as they are usually called, can be easily imple

mented with digital hardware such as microprocessors, while Wiener· filters

must be constfU(ted with analog circuits. In the research reported in this

thesis, the Kalman filtering approach was used to achieve optimal filtering of·

the noisy. ACE·· signal. In this chapter, a brief introduttion to the theoretieal

approach is presented.

3.2. State Description of the Discrete System

The discrete time signal system studied in this thesis is the linear,

fmite-dimensional system depicted in Equations (2.9),· (2.10) and Figure 3.1.

Equations (2.9) and (2�lO) can be rewritten as follows:

X(k+l) = F(k)X(k) + C(k)U(k) + G(k)v(k)

Y{k) � H(i)X(k) + D(i)U(i) + w(k)·

(3.1)

(3.2) .

where v(i) and w(i) are independent zero mean .Gaussian noises with known

covariantes. For all.k and I, there are:

Mlv(i)] =0

Mlw(k)]=0

(3.3)

(3.4)



v(k)
G(Ic) .

C(Ic)
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U(k)

X(k)

D(lc)

H(k)

w(k)

'Figure 3.1 Finite-Dimensional Linear Discrete System

R(k)6(k, I) = E[v{k)vT(I)]

Q{k)6(k, I) = E[to(k)wT(I)]

E[v(k)wT(I)] = 0

(3.5)

(3..6)

(3.7)

where Q(k) and R(k) are non�negative def'mite symmetric for all k, 6{k, I) is

the Kronecker delta function:

if k=1

otherwise

Practically it is impossible to measure X( Ie) for arbitrary Ie, so it is un-
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likely that the fU'St value of the state· X(O} is available. A' random initial

condition is to be adopted .for the system.' It is reasonable to assume that

X(O)
.

is
.

a Gaussian random. variable with known mean X(O) and known·

covariance P(O), that is

E[X(O)] = X(O)

E{[X(O) - X(O)][X(O) - X(O»)7) = P(O)

(3.8) ..

(3.9)

Further, X(O) is assumed independent of 11(k) and w(k) for any k.

3.3. State Estimation of Linear System.

The state estimation problem. involves finding the state vector based on

the observed measurements if the state transition relationship" and the

stochastic chara.eter of the dynamic system are known, and if the' system is

fully observa.ble. For a case including' i samples, where the Ic'h value is re

quired, the general state estimation problem eaa be divided into three types: .

(1) k < i, a smoothing estimation problem;

(2) k = i, a flltering estimation problem;

(3) k:» i, a predicting estimation problem.

It can be shown that the three estimation . problems are actually'

identical {18). In the following studies, it is assumed that the systems are all .

fully observable and the flltering estimation problem is discussed.
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3.4. Optimal Estimation

Statistically, optimal' estimation means that the covariance matrix of the

state estimation. errors is minimum. The performance index is given,. by:

E{[X(k) - X(k)][X(k) - X(k)]1) = min (3.10)

where X(k) is the estimate of the state variable. X(k). This is one of the

two basic conditions required by Kalman-Bucy filtering. The other is that

the estimated state vector X(k) must be a linear function of the measure

ment variables and the control variables.

3.S. Kalman Filtering

For the system in Equation (3.1), assume the initial value of the state

variable X(O) or the initial. estimation of X(O) is .1(0) With the error

covariance matrix P(0). Based on this· initial. estimation . and the first

measurement Y(l), a recursive algorithm can be derived for expreSsing the·

state estimation at a certain moment. The state X{k+l) can be found from

the last estimate X(k) and the updated measurement Y(k+1)' with minimum
.

error.

Suppose the kth estimate. irk) is known based on the measurements

y(l), Y(2), ••. ,Y{k)� Before the measurement is updated, the estimate of

X(k+l) can only be made. from X(k). Since the random disturbance is un

known until measUred, the prediction of, the next· step sta.te variable is given

by
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X(k+l) = F(k)X(k) + C(k)U(k) (3.11) .

where X(k) is the prediction of X(k). The corresponding prediction of

Y(i+I} ·is given by

Y(i+l) =H(k+l).i(k+l} + D(k+l)U(k+l) .

= H(k+l) [F(k)X(k) + C(k)U(k)]+D(k+1)U(k+l) (3.12)

Comparing the prediction Y(k+1) with· the actual me88�ent Y(k+1); the

prediction error covariance matrix is. given by

L(k+l) = Y(k+l} - Y(k+l) (3.13)

L(k+l) is used as the correction to the estimate X(k+l) after being mul

tiplied by a weighting·matrix K(k+1):

X(k+l) = X(k+l} + K(k+l)[Y(k+l) - Y(k+l)] (3.14)

The weighting matrix K(k+l) is called the "gain" matrix. Now: the problem

is how to select a suitable gain matrix K(k+l) to minimise the error be

tween the estimate X(k+l) and the actual state X(k+l)� The performance

index of the Kalman filtering is given by
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p(k+l) = E{[X(k+l) - X(k+l)][X(k+l) - X(k+l)1)} =min
.

(3.15)

where p(k+l) is the estimation error covariance matrix. The estimation

based on the criterion Equation (3.15) is called "Minimum Variance. Linear

Estimation", or "Optimal· Estimation" implicitly. Historically, it is called

"Kalman Estimation". The gain. matrix K is called the Kalman Gain..

1.1.1. Filtering Algorithms

As the detailed derivation of Kalman: filtering. is complicated [16, 17]

and is not the goal of this thesis, only the fJltering algorithm is presented as

follows:

X(k+l) -:- X(k+l) + K(k+l) [Y(k+l) � D(k+l)U(k+l)

- H(k+l)X(k+l)J (3.16)

X(k+l):::: F{k)X(k) + C(k)U{k) (3.17)

K(k+l} = L(k+l)HT(k+l)[H(k+l)L(k+l}HT(k+l} + R(k+l})· {3.1S}

L(k+l) = F{k)P(k)J4'(k) + G(k)Q(k)GT(k) (3.19)

P(k+l) = [1� K(k+l}H(k+l»)L(k+l) (3.20)

with the given initial values X(O) = l(0) and P(O), where 1 is the unit

matrix, L{k.+l). is the covariance of the prediction error of X{k+l), p(k+l)

is the covariance of the estimation error, K(k+l) is the ·optimal gain.
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Equations (3.16) to (3.20). form the basis for the recursive algorithm of·

Kalman estimation.which is the second type of the general estim.tion.

problem. This is simply called Kalman filtering. According· to the theory of

Kalman filtering, the estimate of the state variables obtained with this group·

of formulae is the optimal �ong all the estimations.

3.5.2. Fntering Stability

In deriving the Kalman tiltering algorithm, it is assumed that the in

itial state estimate X(O) and its covariance matrix P(O). are known; however,·

this is adually iInpossible in many cases. Therefore, there is an essential·

problem &I follows:

- Can the Kalman fdtermg automatically eliminate the

unwanted errors caused by incorrect initial·estimates?

The theory of Kalman filtering [16, 17, 181 proves that:

1. If a linear stach&ltie system ·is unanimously fully controllable and

observable,
.

its optimal linear recursive. tiltering system,. i.e. its

.

Kalman. tilter, ·is also unanimously &lymptotically· stable.

2 .: If the filtering time becomes long enough; the covariance of the

filtering error tends to be independent of the covariance of the in

itial estimation error. The same conclusion applies to K(k).

Therefore, the KaJman· filtering can be started with any initial·

values at any time.



3.8. Conclusions

The theory of Kalman filtering is briefly introduced inthis chapter. . It

is known from theory that Kalman filtering can achieve an optimal estima

tion of the state variable of a noisy dynamic system. It eaa also be proved

that the Kalman estimation is· the optimal among all the estimation ap

proaches if the ·noises are Gaussian. The Kalman estimation is still the best

linear resuit amongst . all the linear estimatioDS even if the noises are not

Gaussian. .The Kalman filtering process is asymptotically stable and can be

started in any initial conditi()ns. For more detailed information on Kalman

flltering, the reader is referred to References [16, 17, 18).
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Chapter '4

KALMAN AC'E FILTER

4.1. Introduction

There are many kinds of area control error (ACE) filters, in power sys

tems. All of the current ACE filters' are classical (analog or digital type)

devices based 'on the freqnency 'response method of design. These can onJy,

reduce the noise, lying outside their pass bands; however, an ACE filter is re

quired to be capable of reducing the ACE noise on a statistical basis. as

much as possible in spite of the fact that the unwanted, noise may lie in the

same frequency band as the useful ACE signal. In other words,' the variance

of the smoothed (or filtered) ACE' (SACE) signal is required' to be as small,

as possible and so the pasS, band, of th� filter is not the right performance

index to use for ACE filtering. Classical filters can, not be made optimal in

the statistical sense for the ACE, filtering problem.' Classical ACE filters have

specific deficiencies' as follows:

1. A classical low pass ACE filter will fail to pass' a rapidly chang

ing ACE signal if it .is good at reducing noise 'because its pass

band is too narrow. There may be high frequency, components in

the ACEtrue signal when a large load is suddenly switched on or

off.
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2. ACE noise may also contain low frequency components, but only.

high frequency noise is reduced by low pass ACE filters.

3. ACE noise is approximately Gaussian. No classical. filters are

capable of reducing white Gaussian noise efficiently.

4.1.1. Performance Indices of ACE Filtering

It is expected that an· ACE filter should achieve the following per{or-

mance indices:

- a noise reduction ratio NR of 20 dB or more;

.

- a settling time t,(5%) of 0.1 second or shorter.

Such an ACE filter would be much better than the classical ACE filt� cur-

rently installed in power systems ..Fot example, the analog fllter in Referenea-.

{I) has a noise reduction ratio of· about 8 dB and a settling time

t,(5%) = 0.474 second; but, this ACE filter was originally designed as. part of

the overall AGe system instead of a separate smoother. The author is not

aware of any system .in which· an optimal ACE filter has been designed

separately. In this chapter, a specific fllter is designed for optimal filtering

of the noisy ACE signal.

4.1.2. Applying K·alman Filtering to ACE: filtering Problem

Modelling the ACE signal as a dynamic system, the Kalman filtering

can be applied to the ACE filtering problem for optimal results. The Kalman

ACE filtering will need very few· data and memory, it can be fast in tran-

sient response, it can be made to function in real time and it can be made
..

adaptive and intelligent.
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4.2. Kalman ACE Filtering

Rewrite the discrete ACE system as follows:

ACE(k+l) = ACE(k) + U(k) + v(k) = ACEtru,(k) + v(k) (4.1)

MACE(k) = ACE(k) + U(k) + w(k) = ACEtruc(k) + v(k) (4.2)

Q(k) = V(v(k») (4.3)

R(k) = V(w(k)] = V(MACE Noi8eJ � V(Lood Fluctuation8] . (4�4)

with random initial values ar:e ACE(O) and P(O). The goal of the Kalman·

ACE filtering is to provide the smoothed ACE signal (SACE) with ··as little

noise as possible in the given noise conditions. Def'me

SACE(k}= ACEtru,(k) = ACE(k) + U(k) (4.5)

The ACE flltering should achieve the following optimal result: .

which means that. the SACE noise has a :i:ninimum variance.

·4.2.1. Kalman ACE Filtering for Non-stationarY . Noises
.

If the noise conditions are non-stationary, the·· optimal . filtering of the

noisy ACE signal can be derived from Equations (3.16) to (3.20) as follows:
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SACE(k+l) = ACEtrue(k+l)

= ACEtrue(k+1) + K(k+1)[MACE(k+l) - ACEtt'ue(k+1)]

= SACE(k) + K(k+1){MACE(k+l) - SACE(k») (4.7)

L(k+1) = P(k) + Q(k)

L{k+1)

(4.8)

K(k+1) = L(k+l) + R{k+1)
p(k+l) = [1- K{k+1») L(k)

(4.9)

(4.10)

The block diagram and the computation flowchart· of the Kalman ACE filter

for non-stationary noises are shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2.2� Kalman ACE Filtering tor Stationary Noises

In practical situations, the noise conditions of· the ACE signal are

usually quite constant in the short term (e.g. a 2-second. period); therefore;

the Kalman ACE filtering equations (4.7) to (4.10). can be simplified as fol-

lows:

SACE(k+l) = SACE{k) + K [MACE(k) - SACE(k))

P+Q
K ..

P+Q+R

R(P+Q) .

P= . =RK
.

P+Q+R

Q =CORst

(4.11) ..

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)
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.

Output
SmoothedACE(k)

Input
Noisy ACE(k)

MACE{k)

+
....

ACE{k)
K(k)

SACE(k) .

1 - K(k) �---t Delay
.....

.....__ ___, ACE(k-1)

(a)

Start

•
Input Initials

•
k-O

•
,....._.... Update Prediction Error' L ......-----"!"-- Rnd O/R 4-....,

.,
Update Gain K

+ 1
Update Esti,nation Error P ,

t------t------I-�-1�
k - k + 1 Optimally Filter ACE .

. t
LFC

(b)

Figure 4.1 Kalman ACE Filter for Non-stationary Noises: .

(a) Block Diagram; (b} Computation Flowchart
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Figure 4.2· Computation Flowchart of the Kalman ACE Filter
.

for Stationary Noises

R = conBt (4.15) .

The block diagram of the Kalman ACE. filter for stationary noises is similar

to that for non-stationary noises and is not shewn, Its computation flowchart

is shown in Figure 4.2.

Because P < 0, Q. < 0, R < 0, the properties of the Kalman ACE filter

ing are given by

o�qSL

. (4.16)

(4�17)

.

and
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.

(4.18)·.

Equations .(4.13) and (4.18) show that, even though the initial .estimation

may be very inaccurate (P(O»R), the. fll'St data point of the SACE noise

variance P(1) will be less 1 han the MACE noise variance· R. From the fact .

that R > P, it can be seen that the filter provides an output signal with less

noise. If the model noise tI(k) .is much less than. the measurement noise

tuCk), the filter gain K will be very small (close to zero), the estimation error

will be also v.ery small which means the noise is greatly reduced. If tI(k} is

much greater tuCk), K will be close to 1 and P close to R,· which means that

almost no filtering is done, i.e. the variance of the SACE ncise. is close to.

(but still less than) that of the MACE noise. Th� equations. also show that

it is impossible to achieve a truly noise free estimation of the ACEtrue signal,

i.e. the Kalman ACE. fllter can not completely eliminate the noise in the

ACE signal.

For a one-dimensional. system,· let a(k) = Q(k)/R(k), the steady 'state

Kalman gain K(k)· can be expressed as a function.of the noise factor a(k):

K(k):/(a(k)( '"
-a(k) +v'a!.I:)(a(k)H( (4.19)

The· estimation and prediction errors· L(k) . and P(k)· are also functions of

a(k). In the case of the Kalm8.n. ACE filter for stationary noises, the gain K·

can be calculated ott-line for all
.

the expected noise conditions and be. stored .
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in a look-up table for later use. without the time-eomsuming on-line eompute-. .

tions. This is beneficial to real time filtering applications.

The structure of the· Kalman ACE filtering algorithm is similar· to that

of the well-known weighted smoothing algorithm shown as follows [12]:
.

(4.20)

where z is the. input data, 11 is the smoothed data. The weight a can only

be chosen by experience or test.

4:.S·. Determination or Filter Parameters·

The Kalman ACE filter has only one parameter, the gain: K .. From the

above analysiS, it is known that K is a funetion of the noise conditions, i.e,

the Q /R ratio. There are two ways to determine the value of K either· by

iterations or by a direct calculation.

4.a.l. Iterations of the Filter Gain

In the case of multi-dimensional and time-varying. systems, the Kalman

filter gain K must be obtained by iterations. During it�ations, the value of.

K will converge at· a particular value. if the system is stable. The value of

the estimation error and prediction error must be obtained by iterations, too..

For example, suppose the initial estimation vari�ce of an one-dimensional

ACE signal is P(O) = 100, the noise characteristics are stationary and the

noise conditions are:
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R= 10 (D[w(k)]· : D[MACE. Noisel= 3.13 MW);

Q:;: 1 (D[v(k)] = 1 MW).

The iterations. of K(k) and P(k) in this ease is shown in Table 4.1 and

Figure 4�3.

Table 4.1 Iterations of K(k), L(k) and P(k)

k K(k) L(k) P(i)

0 100.000
1 0.9099 101.000 9.099
2 0.5025 10.099 5.025
3 0.3760 6.025 3.760
4 0.3225 4.760 3.225
5 0.2970 4.225 2.970
6 0.2842 3.970 2.842
7 0.2776 3.842 2.776
8 ·0.2741 3.776 2.741
9 0.2722 3.141 2.722
10 0.2713 3.722 2.713
11 0.2707 3.713 2.707
12 0.2705 3.707 2.705
13 0.2703. 3S05 2.703
14 0.2702 3.703 2.702

From Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3; it is seen that L(k) becomes smaller as

the filtering goes on, which means that the· prediction error becomes smaller;

. P(k) also becomes smaller, which means that the estimation. error becomes

smaller, i.e, the variance of the ACE noise becomes smaller. When. the fil-

termg reaches its. steady state, the estimation error reaches a limit.. This

means that the noise reduction is limited. The converged filter gain is op

timal for the given noise conditions, and the resulting filtering is optimal for
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that specific ACE signal. The conclusions about the filter properties from

Equations (4.16), (4.17) and. (4.18) are verifled.. In this case, Q/R= 10-1,

the optimal value of K is converged at 0.2702. The variance of the ACE. sig..

nal is reduced from 10 to 2.702, i.e. the standard deviation of the ACE sig

nal is reduced from 3.13 to 1.62.

The number of iterations of K depends on the noise conditions and. the .

convergence factor. More iterations are needed for poor noise conditions (low

Q/R values] and high precision requirements (small convergence factors). A

convergence factor of 10-6 was· used for all the cases given in this· theSis.

4.1.2. Direc:t Calculations of K

It was shown by Equation (4.19) that� fot a one-dimensional systems,

the filter gain. (K) is a function of the noise condition (q/R ratio), so are

the estimation error (P) and the prediction error (L). Suppose the model

noise is stationary, l.e, Q is· a constant, K is a function of R only. The

determinatiOn of the gain K· can be dir.ec:tly calculated. For stationary noises,
.

K is a constant; but for non-stationa.ry. noises, K must be· updated based on

the changing noise character.istics.
. Suppose R = 100, Q. varies from 10000 .to

0.001. The relationships between K, P and Q /R are shown in Table 4.2 and

Figure 404.
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Table 4.2 K, L and P vs. Q/R when R= 100

Q/R K L P

102 0.990195 10099.020 99.019
101 0.916080 1091.608 91.608
100 ·0.618034 161.803 61.803

10-1 0�270157 31.016 27.016 .

10-2 0.095129 10.513 9.513

l(r' 0.031l41 3.214 3.114

10-4 0.009998 1.010 1.000

10-5 0.002996 0.301 0.300

4.4. Performance Analysis

From a conventional point of view, there are many kinds of perfor-

manee requirements for a filter,. such as the pass band, the cut--otf frequency,

the transient response performance, the ripple in the pass band, the phase

distortion, and so on; however, in this thesis, a statistical approach is used

wherein the most important performance criteria are the noise reduction ratio

and the settling time.

4.4.1. Noise Reduction Ratio.

The noise reduction ratio (NR) or the improvement ratio of the signal-·

to-noise ratio is an important measure for filters. A good filter should be ef

ficient at reducing the . unwanted noise. The Kalman filter has a property of

improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio. Since the input signal to the ACE·

filter is the . measured ACE (MACE) and the output is the smoothed ACE

(SACE�, the filter input· signal-to-noise ratio is given by:
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(4.21)SINinput = VlMACE Noise]

and the filter output signal-to-noise ratio is

.

V(SACE)'
SINoutput = V(SACE Noise] (4.22)

where V[ACE Noise) = V(w(k)] = R. The noise reduction ratio is then' defined

as the follows:

SINoutput V[SACE)/V(SACE Noise] .

�-. - .

.
-

SINinput
-

V(ACEtrue]/V(MACE Noise)' (4.23)

Since the SACE signal is very close. to the ACEtrue signal' because of the fil-

tering,

(4.24)

the noise reduction ratio is. given by:

VlMACE Noise] V(to(k)] R
NB�

V(SACE Noise]
=

P
=

p
> 1 (4.25)

Equations (4.18) and (4.25) show that Kalman ACE filter has the property
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of improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the ACE signal, Though. the ACE

represents the power signal, it is actually a voltage signal in physical circuits.

The noise. reduction. r.atio in decibels is· given by

.
V[MACE Noise]

NR(dB) = 20 LoglO V[SACE Noise] (4.26) .

The noise reduction property of the Kalman ACE filter can be described

with Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5. It was seen that a worse noise condition (a

smaller Q /R ratio) will result in a larger noise reduction ratio.. This means

that, if the ACE noise becomes more severe, the Kalman ACE filter will

reduce more noise to keep the output as smooth as possible. In other words,

if the model noise is made smaller, the noise reduction performance of the

ACE filter can be made better at the cost of more computation . loads.

Table 4.3 NR VB. Q /R ratio

Q/R V[SACE) D{SACE} NR NR(dB). NRc(dB)·

102 102.501 10.124 1�02 0.18 0.08

101 87.599 9.359 1.19 1.54 0.76

100 44�526 6.673
.

2.34 7.42 4.18
10-1 14.405 3.795 7.26· 17.22 11.36

10-2 4.458 2.111 23.47 27.42 20.44
10-3 . 1.428 1.195· 73.26 37.30 30.14
10-" 0.353 .0.594 296.37 49.42. 40.00

10-� 0.084 0.290 1245.48 61.92 5OA8·

The noise reduction ratio of the Kalman ACE filter was examined by

the simulations of the filtering of a pure noise signal in different aoise con-
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Figure 4.5 Noise Reduction Ratio of Kalman ACE .Filter .

ditions and was· shown in Table 4.3. Besides its· .meaeured values, the noise

reduction ratio was also calculated> theoretically by Equations (4.25) and

(4.26). It was· found that· there was some difference betw�· the theoretieal

results
. and the simulation results of the noise reduction r.tio.. This is be-

cause .the Equations (4.25). and
.

(4�26) are approximates and the simulations

were done using a rmite amount of .data. In Table 4.3, NRc is the. theoreti

cal values of the noise reduction ratio. It is· seen that the noise is greatly .

reduced when K is less than 0.1 (or Q /R < 10-2). The standard deviation of

the MACE noise is 10 MW while that of .SACE signal is only 1.0655 for the

case Q/R = 10-3• In other words, there is an improv�ent of· about 37.30

dB on the signal-to-noise ratio of the ACE sign8l. This noise reduction

could result in an significant reduction of the mechanical wear of governors.
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4.4.2. Transient Response·

The . transient response to a step input· is an important measure' of fil..

ters. In this thesis, only the settling time needs to be -examined as the Kal

man ACE filter· is of fmt order. The ACE filter is required. to be fast

enough to keep tracking with the. sudden changes which
.

are needed for

generation regulation.

The step ACE signal is used for this analysis since an actual ACE sig

nal may vary as fast as a step change, In other words, the transient

response of the Kalman ACE filter was studied only for a unit step input.

Suppose a. unit step ACE signal is input to the Kalman ACE (lIter, the

filter output will' rise at a certain rate to follow the step input instead of

jumping instantly to a new value because the filter has "iBertia" or time'

delay. The' filtering will reach its steady state when the transient process. has

settled. The' filtering is considered settled if the output reaches within the

S% band of its full steady state response. The· time for a system to settle its'

transient process is called the .settling time, t,(S%). In discrete time eases,

the settling number N,(S%) can be used for analysing the tr8.IUlient perfor-

manee.

For analysing the transient response in the time domain, let the initial

value SACE(O) = o. Suppose the input is a unit step function shown as fol..

lows:
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o . k < 0

MACE(k) = { 1 k> 0
...,

(4.21)

The output of the Kalman ACE filter is given by

SACE(I) = 1- (1- K)
SACE(2) = K +K (1- X) =1- (1 - K)2
SACE(3) = 1- (1- K)2 + K {l- [1 � (1- K)2]} = 1- (1 - K)'

It can be derived that .

SACE(k) = 1- (1- K)� (4.28)

When the filtering· transient process . settles, there is

SACE(k) = 1 .... (1- K)i = 0.95 (4.29)

This value of k is the 5% settling number N.(5%). Table 4.4· ·shows the.·

relationship between the transient response and the gain of the Kalman. ACE

filter.

It can be seen that the settling number of the discrete Kalman ACE

(titer is a (IXed number for the given QIR ratio (or K value). For example,

when Q/R-: 10-2, the settling number N.(5%) is 30 samples. This means

that the transient response of the Kalman ACE filter is only determined by
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Table 4.4. N,(5%) ·vs. K

Q/R K. N,(5%)

102 0.900195 1
101 0.916080 2
10° 0.618034 4

10.1 0.270157 10
10-2 0.095129 30
10-3 0.031141 95
10-4 0.009998 299
10.5 0.002996 999

the amount Qf past information (the input data). The settling number can

also be found by simulations.

The settling time, however, is more comprehensive and convenient than

the settling number. The settling time ean be obtained by the following for-

mula:

N,(5%)
t (5%) = -----..-,. I, (4.30)

where I, is the sampling rate of the Kalman ACE filtering. Equation (4.30)

means that, if the sampling rate I, becomes higher, the settling· time will be

come correspondingly shorter. For instance, for an N,(5%) ::::;·30 samples,

t,(5%) = 0.3 second if I,:_ 100 Hz; but t,(5%) will be 0.03 second if I, is

raised to 1 KHz. This is because the Kalman ACE filter· is discrete and
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recursive while the recurrence is only related to the number of input data

points instead of the time. Therefore, the settling time of the Kalman ACE·

filter is related to both the noise condition (QIR ratio) and the sampling

rate. A large Q IR ratio or a high sampling rate results in a fast transient

response. Table 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the relationship between t,(5%) and

QIR at various I,.

Table 4.5 N,(5%) and t,{5%) VS. QIR and I,

t,(5%) (millisecondi) when I,(H�) is

QIR N,(5%) 100 ·200 400 .: 800 1600 3200 6400 12800

102 1 10 -

101 2 20 10
100 4 40 20 10

10-1 10 100 50 25 12
10-2 30 300 ISO 15 39 19

10-' 95 950 475 238 119 59 30 15

10-4 200 148 314 187 .93 47 23

10-5 999 624 312 156 78

It can be found from Table 4.5 that. a sampling rate I, = 400· Hz for

Q/R = 10-2 can be considered satisfactory since the ·transient process. settles

at t ,(5%)�0.075 second because· the highest changing rate acceptable for

governors is about· 0.1 second [1, 2]. This: rJ.lter has a noise reduction ratio:

of about 28 dB which is much greater·. than that of the classical filter in

Reference [1]. The filtering eomputation in each -sample period must be

finished within· 2.5 milliseconds if I, = 400 Hz.·
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4.S. Frequency Domain Analysis

It is necessary to do more theoretical investigation of the Kalman. ACE.

filter in the frequency. domain. Rewrite the Kalman ACE filtering equation

(4.7). as follows:

SACE(k+l) = KMACE(k) +(1- X) SACE(k) (4.31)

where SACE is the output of the ACE filter and MACE is the . input, K is'

the (titer gain.

As the z-plane is a nonlinear transform of the s-plane, it is hard to

.

(md the physical background for .the z-plane, and thereby it is difficult to do

the frequency domain analy�is and synthesis in the z-plane. For the con

venience of analysing the .discrete time systems in the frequency· dcmain, the'

w-trailSform was introduced for converting the z-plane into the w-plane which

.

is an imaginary plane and is similar to the s-plane. [12]. The z-transform of

the Kalman ACE filter is given by

z SACE(z) = KMACE(z) + (.1 - X) SACE(z) (4.32)

that is .

Iz - (1- K)] SACE(z) = KMACE(z) (4�33)

Therefore, the s-plane transfer function of the Kalman ACE filter ·is given by
..
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. SACE(z). K
G(z) - MACE(z) . z - (1- K) (4.34)

Convert the a-plane transfer function into the to-plane by using the

to-transform shown as follows:

(4.35)

where to = u + iv, T is the sampling period. The to-plane is a bilinear trans- ...

form of the z�plane. Thil,s, the to-plane transfer function of the Kalman ACE

filter is given by

G(to}= 1 + (2 - K) Tw/K
I-Tiu

(4.36)

In the to-plane, the frequency response of the Kalman ACE filter is given by

. .

1- jvT
.

G(jv) = G(w)IUI=;' � 1 +( 2';_ K)}tJT/K (4.37)

The magnitude of G (iv) is given by

. I-jtJT.
II G(JtJ} II = 111 + (2 - K)jtJT/K II (4.38)

The direct current gain of the Kalman ACE filter is
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1-0
Go = II GU,,) 11,,=0 = 1 +0= 1

.

(4.39)

The cut-ott frequency in the to-plane is given by

KI,
"e = "III G(j.,) II = 0.7071

=

2 - K (4.40)
.

and is a function of the filter gain K and the tiltering sampling rate I,.·
Since K is a function of the Q lR ratio, the tD-plane cut-otT frequency is also .

a function of the Q/R ratio. Table 4.6 shows the relationship. between the K

value, the a-plane sampling rate I, and the to-plane cut-oft" frequency "c of·

the Kalman ACE filter.

Table 4.6 to-plane Cut-Off Frequency "e vs. K and I,

The to-plane Cu�of£ Frequency "e when I, (Hz) is

K 100 200 400 800 1600 3200 6400 ·12800

0.9160· 84.50 169.0 . 338.0 676�0 .

0.6180 ·44.72 89.44· ·178.9 357.7 715.5
0.2702· 15.62 31.24 62.48 125.0 249.9 499.•9 999.7
0.0951· 4.99. 9.98 20.0 39.94 79.88 159.8· . 319.5 639.0·
0.0311

..
1.58 3�16 6.32 12.64 -. 25.27 50.55. 101.1 202.2

0.0100 O.SO· 1.01 2.01 4.02 8.04 16.08 32.16 64.32
0.0030 0.15· 0.30 0.60 1.20 2.40 4.81 9�61 19.23

Since the til-plane frequency "e does not realistically have any physical
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meaning, it has te be converted into the s-plane by mapping from· the

w-plane to z-plane and further. to. the s-plane:

2z-1
'10=-

Tz+1

1

'=Tlnz

(4.41)

(4.42)

Table 4.7 can be used to show the relationship between the. K value, the

s-plaae sampling ra.te I. and the s-plane cut-otT frequency It of the. Kalman

ACE filter.

Table 4.'1 .•�plane Cut-OtT Frequency Ie VS. K and I.

The ,-plane Cut-off' Frequency 'c(Hz) when 1,(Hz)=
K 100 200 400 800 1600 ·3200 6400 12800

0.9160 . 14.35 . 28�70 57;39 114.8 229.6 459.1 918.2
0.6180 7.24. 14.48 28.96 57.91 115.8 231.1- 463.•3 926.6
0.2702 . 2.49 4.98 9.96 19.93 39�86 79.72 159.•4 318.9
0.0951 ·0.79 1.59 . 3.18 6.36 12.72 25.43 50.86 101.7
0.0311 0.25 0.50 1.01 2.01 4.02 8.04 16.09 32.18· .

0.0100 0.08 0.16 0.32 0.64 1.28 2.56 5.12
.

10.24 .

0.0030 0.02 O.OS 0.10 ·0.19 0.38 0.77. 1..53 3.06·

For a Kalman ACE rtlter for Q /R = 10:-s, if I, = 1000 Hz, its .-plane·.

cut-otT frequency is Ie = 2.01x 1000j8QO = 2.51 Hz and its noise reduction ratio

NR= 37.30 dB. This· ACE filter, compared with the classical ACE filter in
.

Reference [1] is not only more efficient· in noise reduction but also has a

wider· pass band that allows a more rapidly changing ACE signal· to pass

through to the LFC for a. more efficient. generation control. The cut-otT fre

quency of this Kalman ACE filter can be further improved by using a higher
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sampling rate. This means that the Kalman ACE filter can. be made much

faster in its transient response and more powerful in reducing the ACE noise .

than any classical filters� This is done by taking advantage of microproces

sors in tbe filter hardware.

The noise reduction capability of the Kalman ACE filter and the clas

sical ACE fIlters can also be compared. in terms of the equivalent white noise

band BW., which represents the ability of a filter to pass the white noise.

BWe = 1.57/. for a first order low-pass filter; BWt = 1.23/. for a second or

der one (19).

4.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, a new type of ACE filter,· i.e, the Kalman ACE filter
.

.

has been introduced. This filter can provide optimal filtering for an ACE sig

nal with white Gaussian noises. The Kalman ACE filter can have a high

noise reduction and a fast transient response. In conclusion,

1. The noise reduction ratio is. only related to the noise condition

(Q/R ratio).

2. The settling number is only related to the noise condition.

3. The settling time is related to both the noise condition and the

sampling rate.

The frequency domain characteristics of the Kalman ACE filter were

analysed and compared to that of the classical ACE fIlter in Reference [I}.
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As a conclusion, the noise reduction and. the transient response of the Kal-.

man ACE. filter can be separately controlled." The Kalman ACE filter can

be made nearly ideal, much better than the classical ACE filters in both

noise reduction and . transient response.

Two types of the Kalman ACE filters were constructed for different

types of noise conditions. The ACE filter for stationary noises is . simpler

than that .for non-stationary noises, and therefore is more suitable· for real

time applications. The algorithms for Kalman ACE filtering developed in this

chapter are all based on the assumption that the noise characteristics of

ACE signal are known. Unfortunately, the ·statistical characteristics of the

noisy ACE .$ignal are actually .unknown to the ACE ·filter. The real time es

timation of the noisecharacteristics of the ACE signal is needed to be solved

for practical �pplications.
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Chapter 5

ACE FILTERING SIMULATION STUDIES

5.1. Introduetion

In this chapter, the ACE filtering simulation for ditTer�nt typ4!S of ap- .

plication environments is described to show how the Kalman ACE· filter

works. The signah used for simulations· were the discr�te data generated by

the computer by adding a white GaUssian noise to four different types of

ACEvue signah:

- zero ACEtrue;
- constant ACEtrue;.
- step ACEtrue;
- ramp ACEtrue•

The standard deviation' of the ACE noise was supposed to be 5% of the

maximum magnitude of the ACEtrue signal in the latter three cases.. Results .

of the simulations for the case ·of the step ACEtnie. signal are described in

the following seetlcns.

The MACE. signal in digital form was· input to the Kalman· ACE filter.

These data were· sampled at different sampling rates· for the various simula

tion st�dies. In .the simulations, the highest sampling rate chosen was 800 Hz
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since current digital measurement instruments used. fQr power work can

provide such a sampling rate with no difficulties [12].

5.2. Simulation Studies of. A Step Changing Noise-Feee

ACE Signal

Figure 5.1 shows the unit step responses of the Kalman ACE filter in

the following two cases:

1. The noise condition chaIiges while the filtering sampling rate is

fixed (I, = 400 Hz);

2. The fil�ring sampling rate changes while. the noise.condition .. is

stationary ·(Q/R=lO-S).
It can be seen that a·worse noise condition (smaller QIR) results in a slower

transient response. In other words, if the model noise is· stationary, .
the Kal

man ACE filter will have a narrower pass band when the ACE noise is

more significant. More noise is then filtered out. It can also be seen that a

higher sampling· rate shorter,us the transient time' propOrtionally.. The above

two simulations verified the conclusions about the filtel' performance.

described in Chapter 4.

5.3. Simulation Studies of· A Noisy Step Changing ACE

Signal

In the simulations of ACE filtering, a set of MACE data was used with

a fixed value' of R. The noise characteristics w� changed for the variolis

studies by adjusting the value of Q. Figure .5.2 shows a noisy step MACE
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Figure 5.2 A Noisy Step MACE Used for Simulations

signal for· a time period of two seconds, . which simulates the situation cor-

responding to a large local load or a large area interchange appearing in the

transmission line. The sit�ion assumed is for· an ACEtr.�=O.MW for the:

fIrSt second, jumping to 200 MW at the second second as shown in Figure

5.2. The situation of a large load being cutor a large area interchange. dis-

appearing was· simulated by dropping ACEtrue from 200 MW down to O·

MW. Situations wherein ACEtrue was negative were also simulated. As a

matter of fact, the Kalman ACE· filter behaves with the same perfomlance as

in the case of Figure 5.2. Therefore, only the case of Figure 5.2 was shown

for simplicity.
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Table 0.1 ACE Filtering When I,:::;: 800 Hz

Time· MACE. SACE (MW) when q/R=
(Seconds) (MW)

. 10° 10-1 10-2 .10-8 10-4

0.00· -27.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 3.85 -1.81 -2.12 -0.18 0.88 0.68
0.20 -19.48 -10.57 -5.73 -2.95 -1.77 -0.63
0;30 15.72 5.18 . ·-1.80 -1.49 -0.58 -0.33
0.40 28.82 19.63 10.01 3.06 0.17

.

-0.36
0.50 9.20 6.90 5.53 3.95 2.27 0.86
0.60 6.23 2.30 0.38 0.39 0.23 0.22
0.70

.

-0.71 1.47 . 1.01 0.71 0.15 . -0.13
··0.80 7.76· 6.08 4.31 1.69 �0.O7 -0.37
0.90 11.00 8.93 6.59 2.61 0�73

.

0.15
1.00 -11.61 -0.14 2.60 . 1.14 1.13 0.89·
1.10 199.31 200.48 199.98 200.18 183.23· ·108.91
1.20 203.14 203.50 200.90 200.79 199.19 150.51
1.30 209.24 204.46 199.09· 199.66 200.85 .: 182.73
lAO 186.99 191.06 193.04 . 195.43 198.06 . 191.75
1.50 195.78 194.59 196.63 197.83 198.87 196.01
1.60 194.96 201.91 . 204.18 204.04 202.48· 199.52
1.70 193.92 190.93 . 194�39 198.44 199.75 .. 199.69
1.80 222.04 211.57 205.32 203.79 202.61 201.07
1.90 198.68· 199.28 198.75 198.12 200.12 200.76
2.00 183.23 187.65 195.02 197.68 197.78 198�95

Table 5.1 and Figure 5.3 present an overview.of the filtering perfor-

mance in the whole two-eeeond period, for a wide rangeof noise conditions

(QIR = 10° to 10-5) when t, was fixed at 800 Hz. Figure· 5.4 illustrates the

noise reduction performance. It can be clearly seen that .

a larger QIR (8.
smaller K)

.

results in a. greater noise reduction. . This result means that more •.
•

noise will be filtered out· if the noise condition is more severe .. This also in-

dicates that, if the filter. gain is set at· a smaller value than that· required by

the contemporary noise condition, a greater noise reduction. will. result; but
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Table 5.2· . ACE Filtering for Q/R == 10-1 .

Time MACE SACE (MW) when 1,(Hz) =
(Seconds) (MW) 100 200 400 800

0.00 -27.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 3.85 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
0.20 -19.48 -0.75 -0.75 -0.75 -0.75
0.30 15.72 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18
0.40 28�82 0.56 0.56

.

0.56. 0.56
0.50 9.20 1.97 ·1.97 1.97 1.97
0.60 6.23 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47
0.70 -0.71 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25
0.80 7.76 -1.86 -1.86 -1.86 -1.86
0.90 11.00 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87 -0.87
1.00 -11.61 -1.10 -1.10 -1.10 -1.10
1.10 199.31 ·52.24 94.54 141.81 183.23
1.20 203.14 92.20 142.93 184.33 199.19
1.30 209.24 121.85 170.37 195.68 . 200.85
1.40 . 186.99 142.35. 183.90 198.41 198.06
1.50 195.78 156.41 190,17 198.03 198.87
1.60 194.96 166.97 194.01 199.75 202.48
1.70 193.92 176.16 197.21 199.93

.

199.75·
1.80 222.04 184.18 200.39 201.14 .202.61
1.90 . 198.68 188.47 201.42 200.63 200.12

.

2.00 18.3.23 190.57 199.75 198.90 197�78

this wUl be accompanied by a longer transient time which· can, in. tum; be

shortened by employing a higher sampling rate. In other words, the filtering

can be made better at the cost of increasing. the filtering computations. This.

conclusien was Ulustrated by the filtering performance shown in Table .5.2

and Figure 5.5 ·where the noise condition is fixed a.t Q/R = 10-3 and the fil- .

tering sampling rate I, changes from 100 Hz to 800 Hz. .

Table 5.3 and Figure 5.5 show the ACE filtering perforina.nce for. the

cases with different combinations of the noise conditione and the : sampling
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rates. From Figure 5�5, it can be' seen that there is almost· no difference.

among the transient times of all the cases; but there is a great difference of
.

the noise reduction ratios among the different eases.. This simulation study

verifies the conclusion that both the noise reduction .and the transient time

of the filter can be separately controlled. This means a proper combination .

of the filter gain and the sampling rate will result in a very good ACE filter

only if the microcomputer employed. is powerful enough. Actually, the value

.

of the (liter gain can be selected for the requirement of. the noise reduction

ratio without examining the practical noise conditions, and a proper sampling

rate can 'be also' selected for the. required transient time. In other wordS, an

"Ideal" filter can be designed.

The sampling rates in Table 5.3 were chosen as follows:

I, = 100 Hz for QIR = 10°;

1,=200 Hz for QIR=lO--l;

I. =400 Hz for QIB= 10-2;

I, - 800 Hz for qIR = 10-:-3;

1 :: 3200 Hz for QIB= 10-4•
. . ..

6.4:. Oonelusions

In this chapter, simulation.' results have been presented· for a Wide range

of realistic filtering' situations. The simulation results show that the Kalman

ACE filter can work well. The concept that .the discrete Kalman ACE filter

. can be made "ideal" is illustrated.. As a conclusion, more than being op-
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Table 5.3 ACE Filtering in Different Noise Conditions
and at Different Sampling Rates

Time MACE SACE(MW) when (JIB=
(Second) . (MW). 10° 10-1 10-2 let' 10-4

0.00 -27.44 O.{)() 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 28.82 18.50 9.13 1.66 0.71 -0.36
0.20' 7.76 .4.44 -1.05 -4.04 -0.62 -0.37
0.30 3.14 4.01 .1.15 -0�97 -0.65 0.37
0.40' -5.04 '-3.05

.

-1.44 -4.56 -1.50 1.16
.

0.50 -16.77 -12.95 -6.13 -1.49 0.11 -0.99
0.60 17.95 13.67 5.79 2.13 0.75 0.33
0.70 -0.89 4.32 -4.45 -1.90 -1.38 . -0.27
0.80 -3.29 0.96 2.29 -1.85 -0.61 0.16
0.90 -19.23 -7.15 -3.14 1.35 -0.57 -0.61
1.00 . 1.26 5.97 5.69 2.64 1.78 0.58
1.10 188.21 192.24 197.06 196.43 184.54 191.40
1.20 201.59 201.04 205.58 202.90 '199.20 199.72
1.30 201.43 ·200.69 198.57 201-.96 200.53 200.03
1.40 197.71 196.61 198.10. 197.56 198.66' 199.97
1.50. 190.43 . 192.29 196.68 .200.86. 201.14 199.90 .

1.60 189.60 . 190.83 192.90 . 196.25 197.97
.

199.45 .'.

1.70 205.21 200.55 199.34 201.93 . 199.41 200.10'
1.80· 197.27 199.01 201.45 199.75 201.37· 199.60
1.90 205.78 204.46 202.13 . 200.40 199.26 200.09
2.00 . 200.73 201.14

.

197.95 197.99 199�26 201.09

tim&! in
.

filtering at lower sampling rates, the Kalman ACE filter can be

made ne�ly ideal by using a high sampling rate at the cost. of computer

power. A lower sampling' rate can be adopted and' the implementation of

the filter can be made' at low cost if a lower noise reduction. ratio is ade-

quate.
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Chapter 6

ADAPTIVE ACE FILTER

6.1. Introduction

The Kalman ACE filtering will deviate from optimal as the noise con

ditions change [18, 20, 21}. This is caused mainly by the errors of the sys<

tem model, the insufficient knowledge of the noises. and the (mite word

length effects. If a filter is used without adaptation, it.·may drift from op

timal or even become divergent� To keep the (lltering optimal, the ACE tilter

must be adaptive since the ACE noise. is usually not stationary. The time.

varying Kalman ACE filtering algorithms can be used for adaptive· algorithms

by adjusting the filter gain on-line. The gain is related. only to the noise

conditions, therefore, the on-line estimation of the noise characteristics is eS<

sential to the adaptive filtering algorithms.

6.2. Noise Charaeteristies or the ACE System

In terms of their sources; there are two types· of noises in the ACE

system. They are the model noise and the measurement noise. The model

noise is caused by the errors of modelling, i.e. the internal disturbances of .

the ACE signal model. In Chapters 3 -and 4, it. was found that the round-off

error in the recursive filtering computation functions as a noise inside the

ACE system and was modelled as a model noise. The noiSe caused by the
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external random disturbeaees such as the small load fluctuations was

modelled as part of'. the measurement noise.

6.2.1. Characteristics of the Model Noise

The model noise is caused mainly by the round-otT. enors and other

random disturbances acting on the model parameters and the data used in

the recursive computations. As the ·ACE filter usually works in a (IXed en-

vironment with fixed algorithms and the .word length of. the computer

employed is also fixed, it is reasonable to. assume that the model noise is

stationary. It there are no other random disturbances to the ACE model and

the recursive filtering, then the variance of the model noise depends only on

the filtering algorithms structure and the compute!" word leIlgth� Therefore,

the round-oti errors of various types of Kalman ACE (liters are identical be- .

cause of the same recursive structures of their filtering algorithms. The er

rors in both SACE and MACE .data are the same since the same word

length is used, and given by

e(MACE)"':' e(SACE) = e(ACE)

Therefore, the. variances of these round-otT·errors {13]· can be given by
.

(6.2)

where e(ACE) is the round-off error in the ACE signal,· A is the maximum

magnitude of the ACE signal, II is the word length involved. The· model

noise is then given by

v(k) :... e(ACE) + K [e(ACE) + e(ACE)) (6.3)

The statistical characteristics of the· model noise are given by.
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M[,,(k)] =0 (6.4)

3A2
Vl,,(k)] = V{e(ACE)] + V{K [e(ACE) + e{ACE)]} < 122-26 (6.5)

since 0 s K s 1.

6.2.2. Cbaraderisties of the Measurement Noise

The basic component of the measurement noise is the small load fluc

tuation. Its sta.tistical. characteristics are actually unknown to the ACE filter

and 80 must be estimated from measured· data.

6.3. Estimation of Noise Conditi�ns with' Output Oozrela

tion Approae.h

The Ka1man ACE filter. needs a measure of the variance of. the ACE

noise, Le. the variance of the. small load fluctuations, which can not be ob-'

tamed by conventional measurement techniques. Many approaches for es

timating the noise characteristics have been developed [20, 22]; however, most

of them are. fairly complicated and time-consuming. Among ·them, "The. Out

put Correla.tion Approach" is relatively straightforward and. can work ef-'

ficiently [20, 21]. It was chosen for this study.

If the linear systeJIi is fully controllable and' observable, an asymptoti- .'

cally stable Kalman filter can be designed ·for it. Suppose the. filtering' is in

steady state; examining the ACE system model in Chapter 2, it .ean be seen'

that the correlation of the output MACE and the measurement noise w(k)

can be used to estimate the covariance of the measurement noise. This is

"The Output Correlation Approach" [20].
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Rewrite the equation for. an n-dimensional fully controllable and .

measurable time-invariant linear system as follows:

X(k+l} = FX(k) +v(k)

Y(k) == HX(k) + w(k)

(6.6)

(6.7)

where both tI(k), w(k) are independent white Gaussian noises with .

Q(k) = E{v(k)vT(k)}

R(k) = E{w(k)wT(k)}

(6.8)

(6.9)

The correlation matrix of the output is given by

HAJtI'+R
C. = E{Y(k)yT(k-i)} = { .

HPAH
.

(6.10)
if i>O

The eovarianee matrix of the state variables is given by

A(k) = E{X(k)XT{k)} = E{[FX(k) + v(k)][FX(k) + v(k)]1.)
= FLFI'+ Q .

.

(6.11)

The covariance matrix of the prediction of· the state variables is

L(k) = E{ i(k)iT(k)}

Let B = [HF HFJ
.

• . • HF" ]T= [H HF

(6.12)

then

[C1 C2 ••• C,,]T= BAHT

BTlC1 C2 ••• C,,]T= (BTB )AHT
.

AgT= (BTB )-lBT[ C1 C2 .

• •• C,,]T

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)

The covariance of the measurement noise R(k) can be given by
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The covariance of the model noise Q(k) can be found in a similar way [21].

The algorithms for the output 'correlation approach are given by the

following steps. These' were. implemented in the design of the adaptive Kal

man ACE filter in the study.

1 ..Calculate the correlation matrix of N samples:

� 1
N

.

1
N-'

&( ==
N E. Y(J1Y"(j-l) = NE Y(i+.11:f.i'(Jl
j.='+1 j.=1

(6.17)

2. Calculate the'estimate of the measurement noise covariance R:

R=C: -H(AH7)

AHT= (BB7) [B7)-l[C;V c:

(6.18)

cNT,.J (6.19)

3. Find the estimated optimal filter gain K:

(6.20)

where N is the size of the sample windo:w which must be sufficiently

large in order to achieve a correct estimation. The prediction error can alse .

be calculated. Another type of ACE filter can be developed based on the

prediction error. The fact that the prediction error can be kept less than the

required value means that the noise in the output will be kept smaller than
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that required no matter how the noise conditions change. This type .of filter

is more complicated and, is not studied in this thesis.

6.4. Algorithms for Adaptive ACE Filtering

In
.

order to keep the Kalman ACE filtering optimal, the filter gain has

to be regulated according to· the changing noise characteristics. Since the

model noise is stationary, the flIter gain depends on the measurement noise,

i.e. the small load fluctuatiOns only.. The adaptive ACE filter can be con- .

structed. by combining the Ka.ban filtering with the on-line estimation of the .

ACE noise characteristics and the on-line updating .of the filter gain.

6.4.1. Algorithms for Non-Recursive Estimation

In the ACE signal system,. n = 1, H= F= 1,; B = 1. The auto-correlation

of the MACE signal is given by

. A+R

Ci=E{MACE(k)MACET(k-i)}= {. .'

. A

if i=O

. (6.21)
if i>O

At the beginning of the estimation, the futer does not have any knowledge.

about the measurement noise variance, therefore the estimation has to be

started from the fll'St·· datlim. Since the initial window size is usually too

small to obtain an accurateestimation, it must be. expanded to the desired

size N as
.

the estimation goes on. The window size can equal the current

data . point k when k is less than N. The noise varianee R(k) can be es

timated from the flfst data point to k, SupJ>O$e the initial data point is' 1,

then the initial window size is. also 1. The auto-correlations of the ·MACE

data are given by .



·

i

�(Ie) =iEMACE(11MACE(J1
1=1

(6.22).

i-I

A(Ie) = C!(Ie) = iE MACE(1)MACE(i+ l}
j=1

(6.23)

The estiniated values of R(Ie) and R( Ie+1) are given by

�(Ie) =C:(k) - �(Ie)
i . i-I

=ilEMACE2(J1-E MACE(J1MACE(j+l») (6.24)
i=l. i=1

1
i+l . i

..

.

R(Ie+l) = le+l1E MAC.E2(1)-EMACE(J1MACE(i+l)] (6.25)
1=1 i=1

..

It is difficult to obtain a simple recursive. algorithm for the estimation in the

initial stage. The computation load can be reduced by doing less estimation.

6.4.2. Algorithms for R�ursive Estimation

The adaptive ACE filter must be on-line, so that· the estimation com

putation should be done in real-time.':Examine the estimation when Ie � N.

It is found that, since there is no. need to estimate the neise characteristics

with a larger window, the window size ean be fixed at N. In this case; a.

fixed window. size is used, and the auto-correlations are given by
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MACE(J1MACE(J1 (6.26)
.

i-l
" _eN 1"A(k) =S (k) = N . L.J MACE(J1MACE(i+l)

i='-N

(6.27)

The estimation of R is given by

R(k) =�(k) -l(k) =�(k) - &:
1

k k-l

=

N E MACEJ(J1- E MACE(J1MACE(i+i}1 (6.28).
i=1:-N+1 i=k-N

. 1 k+l

R(k+l) =NI E MACEJ(J1
i=k-N+2

k

- E MACE(J1MACE(i+l)]
i=I:-N+l

(6.29)

Subtracting Equation «($.28) from ·Equation (6.29) gives ·a recursive estimation

formula as follows:

." ,,1
.

. .
.

.

R(k+l) = R(k) + N{MACE(k+l)[MACE(k+l)';'" MACE(k)]
+MACE(k-N+l)[MACE(k-N) - MACE(k�N+l)]} (6.30)
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By using Equation (6.30), .the estimation of' the . noise variance R c'an be

easily refreshed on-line when the .measurement MACE is updated. Only 6'

memory units, 3 multiplications and 4 additions are 'needed for the recursive

estimation algorithm.

6.4.3. Algorithms tor Adaptive ACE Filtering

An adaptive Kalman ACE filter can be constructed by attaching the

noise characteristics estimation algorithm to' the basic ·time:-vatying Kalman

ACE filtering algorithm and updating the filter gain. The complete algorithm

for the adaptive Kalman ACE filter is given by

SACE{k+1) = SACE(k) + K(k+l)[MACE(k+1) - SACE(k)) .

(6.31)

A( l=
-Q + v'Q [Q+ 4R(k+1)]

K k+1 -

A .

2R(k+1) .

(6.32)

(6.33) .

When k.� N,

.

" 1
i+1 i.

R(k+l} = k+1 [E MACE2(j) - LMACE()jMACE(i+l)]
;=1 ;=1

(6.34)'

When k � N,

.."" '" 1 ..

. R(k+l) -:- Jl(k) + N{MACE(k+1)[MACE(k+l) - MACE(k)]
+MACE(k-N+1)MACE(k-N) - MACE(k-N+1)]} '(6.35)
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Figure 6.1 Adaptive Kalman ACE· Filter
(a) Block Diagram; (b) Computation Flowchart
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The value of Q may be chosen to some extent larger than that theoretically

calculated by Equation (6.33) because there may exist' more disturbances.

Figure 6.1 shows the block. diagram' and the flowchart of the ada.ptive Kal

man ACE filter based on the time-invariant filtering algorithm and the noise

characteristic estimation algorithm.

6.5. Simulation Studies

Simulation studies were carried out fll'Stly for the estimation of the

noise variances of different types of ACE signals and secondly for the adap-

tive ACE filtering.

CUi.I. Simulations for Estimations of Noise Vari8D�es

Table 6.1 Four Basic Types of ACE Signals

Type ACEtrue R

lA zero fixed
IB non-zero constant fixed
2 varying .. fixed
3A zero varying
3B non-zero· constant varying
4 varying varying

The estimation or ·the ACE noise variance was simulated for four basic.

types 'of ACE signals and noise variances as shown in Table 6.1.
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6.5.1.1. SimulatioDs of Type 1

Table 6.2 The ACE Signals of Type 1

Type R

lA
IB

1-4000
1-4000 .

o
200

100
100

120

ACE = 0, R(true) = 100 Ius

110

Legend
�\�!!)�....

N=loo
---

N = 1000

U+-�------.----------------------------------�---------
.

0 000 1000 1000 2000· 2600 3000 3500 40Gt 4500. 5000

k (samples)

FigUre 6.2 Estimation of R(k) of Type 1A·

For the ACE· signal of Type lA shoWn in Table 6.2� the estimation of

R(k) is shown in Table 6.3 and Figure 6� for the sample window sizes N of

100 and 1000 respectively. The statistics of the estimated B(k) of Type lA
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Table 6.3 Estimation of R(k) of Type ·lA

B(k) when N=
100· 1000

2
62
142
222
302
382
462

·542
622
702
782
862
942
1022
1102
1182
1262
1342
1422
1502
1582 .

1662·
1742
1822
1902
·1982

375.30
103.57
73.13
115.12
81.35
89.54
95.48
92.31
127.53
92.OS
95.33

136.67
104.55
76.51
129.54
111.13
102.00
103.66
123.42
130.36·
84.74
88.69
105.88
96.47
93.76
61.31

375.30
103.57
·84.50
96.27
91.85
93.16·
91.96
91.62
96.18
94.30
94.44
98.88 ..

98.33
95.68
101.77
100.16
101.53
102.91
106.74
110.97
lOS.50
107.01
108.84
106�56
103.64
101.55

are shown in Table 6.4 and Figure 6�3. As the ACE noise and its variance

R(k) are all Gaussian., for·an estimation precision requirement of 95%, i.e. an

error band of .5%; the standard deviation of the estimated noise variance

D(.R(k)) must. be less than 1.66'1% .of the value of R,rue' The true value of R·

was set to 100 in order to be conveniently used as· the base for relative es

timation error. It was found that, for 3000 data points, an N= 1700 gave a
.
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Table 6.4 Statistics of. R(k) of Type lA

Window Size
N

Mean 'of

R(k)
Standard Deviation

of R(k)

10
50
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900'
1000
1100
1200.
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000

98.258
97.811
97.782
98.295
98.382
98.779
99.258
99.762
100.121
.100.631
100.917
101.264
101.617 .

101.779
102.019
102.093
102.030
101.841
101.623
101.375·
100 ..910
100;563

.

23.029
6.205
4.479
3.201
3.038
2.658
2.081
1.303
0.635
1.291
1.589

.

1.833
1.799
1.811
1.839
1.836
1.800 .

1.714
1.652
1.605
1.574
1.521

standard deviation of· 1.652% which means a relative estimation error of

4.956% and so is acceptable for a 95% precision requirement •.• The estima

tions when the window size N> 1700 are more precise. For 600 �.N< 900, .

the estimation deviation D[R(k)l is small, but not reliable because the dat'a
.

points included in simulation were not enough.' A larger number' of data

values may provide more reliable statistics.

Figure 6.4 shows an estimation of the noise variance R(k) of Type lB.
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110

10�

R(true) = 100
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(a)

5% Err()r Band

0 ..5+--___,.--....-__,....,..;..--_----...---.---.-----.------
o 200 .00 800 800 1000 1200 1400

WINDOW SIZE N

(b)

1800. 2000

Figure 6.3 Sta.tistics of Estimates of Type lA:

(a] Mean of R(k); (b) Standard Deviation of R(k)
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1000

Legend
JY.�r.'!�)__.•.
N == 100---.---

N::: 1000'--._

N:::4000

,.,....,.v,,.'''''''''- ......... .r'''...../'-..r,/v-"v"'v:"",v-.I\.....I\ .

....... - - - - .. - - .. - � .. - - ..-- - -
- .. �- .

7000 . 8000

Figure 8.4 Estimation of R(k) . of Type 1B

It was found that the sample window size must be large enough to. achieve

an' accurate estimation (or a non-zero constant ACE signal. Besides the preci

sion problem, there is a problem' of accuracy' in the estimation. The estima

tion for . N= 100 is obviously inaccurate. The estimation for N= 1000 may be
.

I

acceptable. A larger window size, say N= 4000, will provide a more accurate

estimation.
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6.5 ..1.2. Simulation of. Type 2

Table 6.5 The ACE Signal of Type 2

k ACEtrue. R

1-500 . 0 100
SOl-l000 0.4x(k-SOO) 100
1001-1S00 200 100
IS01-2000 . -0.4x(k-1S00) 100
2001-2S00 0 ·100

.

2S01-3000 . .,0.4x (k-2S00) .
100

3001-3S00 -200 100
3501-4000 O.4x(k-3S00) . 100
4001-4S00 0 100

1\ Ar' l, 1'\·
II (\ It \

: 150 . ) l\ rV \\

1,00 ....._ .... i.._::�:'_����\J>�"/;-'v'.,,,_.., \:-..,
e Legend

���.....

N =_!C!!L
N = _l_QOO
N=·4000

o+·-----�-----__-----�-----__-----__�__-----__--__�__

o Me 1'" 1600 2000 2500 3000 3500· 4000 4600

k �amples)

Figure 6.5 . Estimation of R(k) of Type 2
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The ACE signal of Type 2 is shown in Table 6.5. Figure 6.5 shows an

estimation of R(k) for Type 2, from which it was found that the window

size must be large enough to achieve a stable estimation. This stability

problem means that a stable estimation should be produced for. the station-

a.ry R(k) when the signal magnitude changes.· In . this simulation, it was

found that a. window sise of N= 1000 can produce an acceptably stable es

timation of R(k). An N= 4000 is recommended for a more stable estim,ation...

6.5.1.3. SimulatioDs of Type 3

The ACE signals of Type 3 are shown in Table 6.6.' Figure 6.6 shows

an estimation of R(k) of Type 3A. The window size must be large enough to

achieve an accurate estimation of the changing noise characteristics, but there

is a. tracking delay in estimation which is almost as long' as the window size.

In this case, an N= 1000 was found large enough to track the varying R(k)

and a delay of about 1000 data points may be acceptable.

Table 6.6 The ACE Signals. of. Type 3

Type ACEtru• R.

3A 1-2000 0 100
2001-4000 0 900

3B 10.2000 200 100
2001-4000' 200 . 900.

Figure 6.7 shows an estlmation of R(k) of Type 3B. The window size

must be sufficiently large to achieve an accurate and stable estimation of the
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Legend
��!).....
N =...!.OJL
N = 1000

o 1000 1600 200t ... .3001 3100 ....

k (samples)

Figure 6�6 Estimation of R(k) of Type 3A

changing noise variances while the signal is· not zero. An.N= 1000, though .

large enough for tracking the changing R(k), failed to provide an accurate es-

timation; and an N� 4000 can produce a more accurate estimation, but is

-,

slower in tracking the changing. R(k). The accuracy is usually more impor

tant. in the applicatio� than the transient response- for estimation, .. so the

tracking problem may be neglected if the noise characteristics do not change

frequently. In a power system,· the noise characteristics· of .the ACE signal

usually do not change frequently in a short period of time, therefore this es-

timation approach is applicable.·
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Legend
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"+---------�----�--�----------�--�-----
o lOGO 2000 3000 4000 6000

k (samples)
7000 1000

Figure 6�7 Estimation of R(k) of Type 3B

6.5.1.4. Simulation or Type 4.

Table 6�7 shows an ACE signal of Type 4 which is the combination of":

all the above three
.

types" Figure. 6.8 shows the estimation of R(k).
. It was

.

found that only a large window size (N= 4000) produced an adequately cor-

reet estimation in this case. As the real ACE signal may be more compli-

cated than that of Type 4, the window size must be adequately large for the .

practical applicatioris.

From the above simulation studies, it was found that the proposed al-

gorithms can produce a satisfactorY estimation of the noiee characteristics of
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Table 6.'1 The ACE Signal of Type 4

ACEtrue R

1-2000 0 100
2001-4000 0.lx(k-2000)" 100
4001-6000 200 900
6001-8000· -0.1x (k-6000) 900

.

.

J _ ,J N=4000

---------------------------------------------------------------
o 2000 4000

.

k (sampleS)
8000

Figur.e 6 ..8 Estimation of R(k) of Type 4

the ACE signal if the sample window is sufficiently large. The problems

arose in the simulation studies may be divided into the following four types:

.

- accuracy;
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� precision;

- stability;

- tracking ability (transient response).

They. can be considered to be the performance indices . of the estimation.

Only an estimation with adequately high performance can be considered cor

rect. A proper set of the performance .indices must. be chosen for a practical

application.

6.5.2. A Simulation or Adaptive ACE Filtering

Figure 6.9 shows the output from a simulation of the adaptive filtering

or an ACE signal with non-stationary noise. It can be seen that the adap

tive filtering produces a better result than
.

the basic Ka1m� filtering. The

. standard deviation of the ACE noise was 10 for the fIrSt 12.5-second period

and was 50· (V[MACE Noise] = 2500) for the second 12.5-second· period. In

the case of non-adaptive Kalman ACE filtering, the filter gain was the op

timal for the fltSt period, but not optimal for the next period. It can be seen

that, in the second period, the variance of the SACE noise is . larger for the

non-adaptive filtering (V[SACE·· NoiBe1 = 102.14, NR= 27.71 dB) than. that for

the adaptive filtering (V[SACE NoiBel=30.31, NR=38.31 dB). Figure 6.10

shows the estimates of the ACE noise variance and the changillg filter .gain.

The new defmition of the performance indices of the adaptive ACE·· filtering .

is not discussed in this thesis because the criterion of the optimal ACE fil

tering (Equation .(4�6)) is still effective. The adaptive flltering is sub-optimal

because the .the noise conditions and the filter parame� are· all ap

pro�ately estimated.
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Figure 6.9 A Simulation of Adaptive ACE Filtering
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Figure 6.10 (a) The Changing Filter Gain K;
(b) The Estimate of. the ACE Noise Variance R
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6.6. Conclusions

. In this chapter, the adaptive Kalman ACE filter is developed by apply

ing the on-line estimation of the ACE noise variance to find the changing

noise conditions and then using this to update the filter gain of' the Kalman

ACE Filter�' Two types of estimation algorithms were developed by using

"The Output Correla.tion Approach". The non-recursive estimation a.lgorithm.

can be used in the initial stage of estimation, and the recursive one can be

used for the on-line estimation. The algorithms for ada.ptive ACE filtering

have been developed based on the estimation algorithm. and the basic Kal

man ACE filtering algorithm. A' sub-optimal result can be achieved with the

adaptive ACE filtering algorithm for changing noise conditions.

The estimation .of the.'ACE noise variance was simulated for four basic

types of ACE' signals, which' verifies the correction achievable with the es

timation algorithms. The problems and the performance indices of the es

timation are discussed. It was found that a proper window size can produce

a sufficiently accurate, precise, stable and fast estimation.
.

A· concept of "the

optimal window size" may' be introduced. The optimisation of the window'

size is ultimately identical to the optimal filtering criterion (Equation (4.6».

For a particular application, the window size .ehould ·be fmally determined by

field tests.

A simulation of the . adaptive filtering. of an ACE signal with time

varying noise characteristics is described ·in this chapter. In conclusion, the

adaptive ACE filter performs' better than the non-adaptive Kalman filter for

changing noise conditions.
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Chapter 7

SELF-COGNITVE ACE FILTER·

'1.1. Introduction·

The transient response of a Kalman ACE filter can be faster than that.

of a classical filter, provided the sampling rate is high enough. The sampling

rate could be infinite in theory, but it is practically limited by the computer

power and other factors such as the cost and the capability of the ADC, the

DAC . and the digital transducers. The settling time of the ACE filtering

dynamics .can be shortened significantly if the true increment in the ACE

signal can be directly identified and utilised. The operation eommands issued
.

by the system operator for regulating the power·generation in the area- is a

true increment and can be directly used as the output of the ACE filter.

'1.2. Recognition of ·Step ACE Increments

According to the theory of pattern recognition. [23, 241, the step incre

ments in the ACE signal can be recognized by the knowledge. of the. signal.
.

If the signal is found to -have j�ped from its past value and if the jump

lasts for a sufficiently long period, that jump can be considered to be a real ..

step increment, rather than a random disturbance in the signal. This time

. period used for verifying the jump is. the window size for· the recognition of

the ACE increment.
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Rewrite the probability density function of the ACE signal as follows:

1 (ACE-M)2
p(ACE)= exp(

2D2
l

../2;D
.(7.1)

.

Therefore, in a short term, the range of the' ACE signal can be' given by the'

probability expression as follows [10]:

P[M - 3D < ACE(k) :5 M+ 3D] :- 0.997 (7.2)

Based on this �harac::teristic, the recognition criterion can be expressed as fol-.

lows:

Criterion:
. Suppose the recognition of the ACE signal is carried .out :at the

data point k = L and the window size N (N< L) is sufticiently large. If·

1
i

IACE(k)-N E ACE(Jjl>3D
i=i-N

k=L-N ... L-IL
. , ,. ,

then there is a true. increment in the ACEtrue signal at k., N is the window

size for recognition.

The recognition is illustrated by Figure 7 . .1.

A simulation of the recognition of the ACE step is shown in Figure

7.2. A window size of N= 10· samples can produce. a recognition of' the. step
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Window Size N = 40

Legend
NOISY ACE
----_.

o RECOGNIZED ACE

��.--�--------------�--�----��----��-----
0." O.'H 0," o.tH • 1.006· '.01

k (samples)
'.01' . ue

Figure '1.1 Dlustration of Increment ·Recognizing

increment; but the recognition is too sensitive to the noise. A window size .

of N= 40 gives a good recognition of the ACE step increment with sufficient

resistance to the noise and is proper for the recognition of this kind of. sig

nal. A window size of N= 80 can also produce a good recognition of the

ACE step, but too many. noise components are recognized. as signal due to

the delay etTects. Generally speaking; a smaller window size· results in a

more sensitive response to the noise and a shorter delay to the recognition,

and vice versa. A .

proper window size is essential to obtain a satisfactory

recognition result.
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Figure 1.2 Recognition of A Step ACE Increment
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'1.3. Recognition or Other Waveforms or Increments

In practice there may actually be various waveforms present and the

increment may be more difficult to recognise correctly than. is a step· incre

ment. In
.

ACE signals, there are basiCally three types· ()f increment

waveforms: steps, ramps and sinusoids.

The recognition criterion is universally effective; however, a larger win

dow size is needed for correct recognition for the ramp and sinusoidal types

of ACE increments. The window size depends· on the waveform and the
.

sam

piing rate. An increment on the signal with a rapidly changing waveform. can

be recognized with a smaller window size. Since the recognition is discrete in

time, it deals with the number of data points rather than the time period,

therefore a higher sampling rate will result in a· faster recognition.

The recognition of the load increment is also influenced by the opera

tion mode of ACE function (i.e. the constant tie-line flow, -the constant fre

quency or the frequency bias mode). The effects of the mode .on the. power

and frequency. signals ·have . been discussed in Chapter 2. In general terms, .

1. the ACE signal arising from the constant tie-line mode of opera

tion has a rapidly changing waveform which
.

may be well recog

nized with a small window size and therefore a small computation

load;

2. the ACE signal. arising from the constant· frequency mode has a
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relatively flat waveform close to the sinusoidal form with a long

time period and is difficult to recognise with a small window size;

3. the ACE signal arising from the frequency bias mode is the most

complicated because it may have both the sharpness of the former

and the period of the latter, which requires a large window size

and a heavy computation load.

Only a few example cases are discussed in this thesis because it is difficult

to consider all the. possible eases. Figure 7.3 shows the recognition· of a ramp

ACE signal, whose ACEtrue rises from 0 MW to +200 MW at the. rate of 1

MW per sample point and remains· constant at +200 MW and fmally drops .

back to 0 MW at
.

the same rate. The white Gaussian noiSe has a zero mean

and a standard deviation of D[ACE Noise] == 10 MW•. The. valUe of the

ACE signal determined by the recognition process is the average of 'the last

three data values at each step. Figure 7.4 shows the . recognition of. a

sinusoidal ACE signal; whose magnitude changes between -200·· MW and

+200 MW within 400 samples. The ACE noise is the same as that in. the

case of the ramp ACE.

In both cases, the increments in the noisy ACE. signals can be well

reeogniaed- when the window size N is appropriate. It was shown in the

above. simulations that a small window size, say· N= 20, identifies the noise

as a signal, but ignores the ramps in the both rising and chopping sides. A

larger window size of N= 80 gives a satisfactory recognition of the increment

rather than the noise; however, too larger a window size,· say N= 200, results
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Figure 1.3 Recognition of A Ramp ACE Increment
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in too long. a delay and an unneCessary recognition of· the noise after the

rising side of the ramp. An appropriate window size for recognitionmust be

determined by tests in practical applications•.

7.4:. Self-Cognitive ACE Filter

A self-cognitive ACE filter· can be developed by using the cognitive in-

formation provided by the ACE increment. recognition process. If there is an

ACE increment, the recognized ACE signal can be· used to replace. the

MACE signal or the output of the adaptive Kalman ACE filter. Define

1
k

RACE(k) =;;; L MACE(i)
i=k-m

(7.4)

The filtering algorithms consist of the following two parts:

(1) If IRACE(k) - MACE(k}1 S 3D, there is no ACE increment, then

the filtering. 'goes without· any change .

. (2) If IRACE(k) - MACE(k)1 > 3D, there is an ACE 'increment, then

replace the SACE(k) by the recognized value of the ACE signal:

1
k

SACE(k) =;;; E MACE(i)
i=k-m

(7.5)
.

and start the filtering from k in the original. way:
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SACE(k+l) = SACE(k) +K(k+l}{MACE(k+l} - SACE(.k)] (7.6)

The reeognized value of . the ACE signal in other moments can also. be used

as the input MACE signal for the filter. This recognized signal has been

smoothed by the averaging method and a better filtering result can be ach-·

ieved. But the computation load will be increased. The adaptive capability.

can be obtained by attaching the adaptive algorithms reported in Chapter 6.

The self-cognitive filtering was simulated for the eases of step and ramp

ACE signals only, as shown in Figures 7.5. The ACE signals were the same

used for recognition simulations in Seetions 7.2 and 7.3. All the simulations

were carried out with a K = 0.095127 at the sampling rate
.
of 200 Hz. The

window size for the recognition of the step ACE signal was N= 40. N is 80

for the case of the ramp ACE signal. It can be seen that the self-cognitive.

filter has a faster transient response and. a better improvement on the signal

to-noise ratio of the ACE signal than the conventional Kalman filter, espe

cially in the case of the step ACE signal.

7.5. Conclusions.

In order to. improve the performance of the adaptive ACE filter, under

the assumption. that the ACE noise is Gaussian white, a ·reeognition criterion"

as well as the recognition algorithm is presented in this chapter. The reeog

nition works effeetively when the window size is appropriate. Generally speak

ing, a small window size results in fast recognition but is unduly influenced
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by the signal fluctuations; a large window size results in a more reliable

. recognition with a long delay. If the window size is too small, the eognitive

information will be insufficient for correct recognition. On : the other hand,

too large a window size will result in too long. a delay to the recognition

process, but it will be less influenced by the ACE noise. The recognition can

only be satisfactory when the window size is appropriate to the signal and

noise conditions. The determination . of the optimal window size· is still a

problem. Sufficient field tests are still required to achieve satisfadory results

in practical applications.
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Chapter 8

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS·

8.1. Introduction

It is intended that the adaptive and self-cognitive ACE filters described

in this thesis be implemented with micro-computers. Several problems exist

in the actual implementation of a real physical ACE filter. In this chapter,

the following problems are discussed:

- a practical design scheme

- the sampling rates.

- the. finite word length design

- the computer power .

8.2�. A Design Scheme lor the ACE Filter
.

.

In practice, it .is important to keep the maximum magnitude ·of the

SACE noise less than that value which would initiate movement and wear in

the speed. changing components of the govemor and the control.valves. Since

the SACE noise is Gaussian, the standard deviation of the SACE noise must

be less than one-third of the value which can initiate governor action. Based

on the fact that the noise conditions are known or can be estimated, the

adaptive ACE filter can be designed by the following procedure.
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Assume the required value of the variance of the SACE noise is known.

as YfSACE Noise]mu' and the required value of the 5% settling time of the

filter is t ,(5%)mcu:' then

1. Find the value of the variance of the model noise (q) from the:

computer word length and the application environment;

2. Estimate the variance of the ACE noise (R(k)) from the measured

data of the ACE signal (MACE(k));

3. Determine the required noise reduction ratio:

NR . =__R.....;.(k....;.,)__
man YfSACE Noise}mcu:

(8.1)

4. Find the filter gain (K(k» from the estimated R(k);

5. Find the noise reduction ratio (NR(dB)) and. compare it with the

required. value of this index o»;;»

6. If NR> NRmin, the filtering would be better in terms of noise

reduction but worse in terms ·of transient response than the op-

timal. If NR < NRmiri; replace the unsatisfactory filter gain K with

a more suitable (smaller) value 'chosen from the look-up table of

K values (see Section 4.3.2);

7. Determine the sampling rate I. based on .the· required 5%·. settling

time t.(5%)mu;
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8. Check all the parameters and performance indices.

The settling time. t,(S%) must be less than the performance index t,(S%)m4s'
Table 8.1 and Figure 8.1 show the relationship between the value of K and

the noise reduction ratio NR(dB). The settling time t,(5%) can be found

from the settling number N,(S%) by Equation (4.30).. Figure 8.2 shows that

the settling time t,(S%) is the function of both K and I,.·

Table ·8.1. Noise Reduction Ratio NR VB. K
.

K NR(dB)

0.01 60.24
0.02 So.34.
0.03 45.46
0.04 42.30
O.OS 39.92
0.06 37.96
0.07 36.30
0.08 34.80·
0.09 33.50
0.1 32.30
0.2 23.78
0.3 18.44
0.4

..
14.S2

0.5 U.44
0.6 8.78
0.7 6.S2
0.8 4.28
0.9 2.12
1 0.00

To illustrate the various steps in the design procedure, two simple. ex-

amples are given.
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Design EXAmple 1:

Assume the Q/R 'ratio is known or estimated. as 0.001; the settling time

t,(5%) is. required to be 0.1 second. The standard deviation of the SACE

noise is required to be less than O�OI MW. Q = 0.0001 for the computer

employed and the filtering algorithm. The sampling
.

ra.te is assumed to be

720 Hz. Find K, NR and I,.

Solution: This problem ean be solved as follows:
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1. From Table 4.2, the K value is found to be '0.031141.

2. From Table 8.1, NR is found to be 37.30 dB.

3. From Table 4.4, N,(5%) is found to be 95 samples.

4. From (4.30)" t,(5%) is known to be 0.132 second.

Since Q /R = 10-3 and' Q = 0.0001, so R = 0.1, then the standard deviation of

the MACE noise is 0.1. Since the noise reduction ratio is 37.30, dB, i.e.,

NR= 73.26, for such an ACE filter, the standard deviation of the SACE

noise is given by

D[SACE Noiae] = 0.31623/73.26 ='0.00432 MW < 0.01 MW

These results mean that such a designed filter can meet all the performance

indices and the speed changing components are protected well from too much

mechanical wear. Since t,(5%) is required to be 0.1 second, the suggested

sampling rate is not high enough. A filtering sampling rate I, = 950 Hz will

result in a t ,(5%) = 0.1 second, so choose I, = 1000 Hz which results' in a

t ,(5%) = 0.095 second.

Design Example 2:

If the standard deviation of SACE noise is required' to be, less than 0.001

MW for the same, operational conditions as in Example 1.

Solution:" Q = 0.0001, R= 0.1; D{MACE Noise} = 0.316, then
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NRmin = 0.31623/0.001 = 316.23 = 50.00 dB·

From Table 8.1, it is found that K = 0.02 will result in a NR = 50.34 dB,·· so

choose K = 0.02 which results in a maximum D[SACE Noise] < 0.001 MW ..

Correspondingly, the settling number N,(5%) = 149. The sampling rate must

then to. be higher than 1490 Hz. Choose I, = 1500 Hz. The resulting settling

time t,(5%) = 0.0993 second.

If the estimated Q/R ratio is not exactly equal·or close to the Q/R

values listed in the look-up table, the corresponding optimal filter gain K

can be calculated. The other performance indices and parameters of the fil

ter, such as t,(5%) and NR, can also be calculated by relevant formulas,·

tables or figures.

8.S. The Sampling Rates

The ACE filter can employ different sampling rates. for the input; fIlter-

ing and output.

. .

8.3.1. The Output Sampling. Rate

If a large noise reduction ratio and a short settling time Of the ACE

filtering are required, the sampling rate for filtering must be sufficiently· high,

say 800 Hz; however, the output of the ACE filter does not always need

such a high sampling rate because the AGe systems work into power sys

tems with large inertias. For digital AGe systems, the ACE filter output

sampling rates are Usually quite low, say from 2 Hz to 0.2 Hz (8, 1, 2].

Therefore, a lower sampling rate is needed for the output of SACE. Table
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8.2 shows some statistical results· obtained. from. simulations for 400 data

points when I, = 100, 200, 400 Hz and Q /R = 10°, 10-1, 1(r2 respectively.

Theoretically, the statistical characteristics of the SACE should remain

unchanged when the sampling rates 1Ii an� 1,2 change. It was found from

Table 8.2 that the variance of the output SACE signal is weakly related to

both the filtering sampling rate Iii and the output sampling rate 1,2' which

is because of the finite number of "the data points used in the simulations.

The differences between three groups of V[SACEj are caused by the statistics

for an insufficiently large amount of data used in simulations. In conclusion,

a low output sampling rate 1,2 is applicable to the Kalman ACE filter.

8.3.2. The Filtering Sampling Rate

For the ACE filters .designed in. the two examples in Section 8.2, if the

sampling rates of the digital measurement instruments were lower than the

suggested filtering sampling rate, these input sampling rates could not be

used for filtering because they are not sufficiently high to have a faSt tran

sient response.· A higher filtering rate is. then needed.

The fU"St order interpolation technique can be· used to add a data point

between. two known data points on a curve [13, 14, 15]. . This technique can
.

be used to add data to the noisy ACE signal if· the input sampling rate is

too low for filtering. If the average is applied, the statistical characteristics of

the compensated ACE signal will remain unchanged. Aseume ACE(k-l) and

ACE(k+l) are known, the interpolation of them is given by:
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Table 8.2 Statistics to V[SACE) for Different Noise Conditions

(Q/R = 100, 10-1, 10-:-2)

QIR Id(Hz) 1,2 (Hz) V[SACE)

50 44.973
100 25 46.546

12.5 38.762

50 45.978
100 200 25 37.441

12.5 41.417

50 46.828
400 25 40.696

12.5 45.256

50 14.588
100 25 15.967

12.5 9.331

50 15.850
10-1 200 25 10.524

12.5 12.755

50 14.402
400 25 11.528

12.5 12.105

50 2.541
100 . 25 6.225

12.5 3.130

50 4.535

10-2 200 25 3.708 .

12.5 4.607

50 4.869
400 25 3.107

12.5 4.537
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. 1

ACE(k)�i[ACE(k-l) + ACE(k+l)] (8.2)

The mean. and variance of the interpolated. sequence are given by:

1
M{ACE(k)] =M{ i [ACE(k-l) + ACE(k+l)]}

1

=i{M[ACE(k-l)} +M[ACE(k+l)]}
=M[ACE(k)] (8.3)

1 .

VlACE(k)] = V{ i [ACE(k-l) + ACE(k+l)]}
1

=i{VlACE(k-l)] +VlACE(k+l)]}
=VlACE(k)) (8.4)

Therefore, the interpolation ACE(k) can be used as the /1-1. data if it is ·not

provided by the input sampling rate. In other words, the statistical charae-

teristics of the signa.l$ are not affected by the sampling rate.

The fll'st order interpolation is usually sufficient for practical applica-

tions because. the sampling rates of the digital instruments can be quite high.

The first order interpolation can be used to simply double the filtering sam

pling rate to twice of the input sampling rate. If· still more data is needed

between two measured data points, more interpolation Can be done.
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8.4:. Finite Word Length Design

Because the ACE Filtering is recursively computed with a finite. word

length machine, round-oft' error may accumulate as the filtering goes on.

The filtering may become numerically divergent if the accumulated round-oft'

error is exeessive [17, 25]. This error was taken as a part of the model noiSe

and was discussed in Chapter 4. Since it is intended that the ACE filter be

implemented on a microprccessor, the. round-oft' error may be serious enough

to be considered for real time applications because the word length used in

microprocessors is usuJ1l1y short.

For Kalman ACE filtering with a higher sampling rate, the numerical

errors caused by (mite word Iength eft'ects are more significant than. those

with lower sampling rates because the new information plays a less impor

tant role and the accumulation of round-otT errors becomes· faster. It may

be necessary to reduce the finite word length eft'ects to achieve· numerical

stability when designing a high performance Kalman· ACE· filter.

Williamson's approach is very useful to design a (mite word length Kalmari.

ACE filter [25], but the detailed algorithm for the finite word length Kalman

ACE filter was not developed in this thesis.·

8.5 .. Computer Power

In the algorithm for
.

the Kalman ACE· filtering,· there are two mul

tiplications and two additions. Since the time spent required for a mul

tiplication is much longer than that for an addition, the time· spent oil
.

the

multiplications is more important. At a word length of 16 bits and a sam-
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piing rate of 3200 .

Hz, each step of the. filtering must be completed within

1/3200 second (0..3125 millisecond). This computation time is the filtering

delay. Normally, the less the filtering delay, the better the real time filter.

Table 8.3 shows the time consumption of 16x16. bit multiply on some

microprocessors [26].

Table 8.3 Multiply Time on 16-bit Microprocessors

Processor Clock Rate

(MHz)
16x 16· bit Multiply

.

Time [mieroeeeends]

MC 68000
Z 8000
Intel 80.86
TMS 9995
Fairchild 9445

8.0.
4.0.
5.0.
3�3

15.0. .

9.75
18.0.
30�6
18.2
3.5

Taking the slowest microprocessor in this group (Intel 80.86) as an ex

ample, it can be found that the computation time for each step of the Kal-

man ACE filtering is about 70. microseconds, i.e. 0..0.7 millisecond which. is

less than the 0..078 millisecond of the filtering delay when /, = 12800 Hz. In

practice, a sampling rate as high as 12800 Hz may not be lleCessary at all.

A lower sampling rate may be satisfactory. to achieve the required perfor-

mance indices. All the 16-bit microprocessors can do the real time Kalman

ACE filtering well and still have time for such. calculations as the estimation .

of the ACE noise characteristics and the recognition of the ACE increments.

Therefore, the adaptive and self-cognitive ACE filter can be implemented

with a single 16-bit microprocessor.
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8.6. Coneluaions

A practical scheme is proposed in this chapter for the design of an

adaptive ACE filter. The determination of the sampling rates is discussed. As

a conclusion, the filtering sampling rate can be doubled by using the fmt or

der interpolation if the input sampling rate is too . low to achieve the re

quired transient response. It is shown that the statistical characteristics of

the output are very weakly related to the output . sampling ratc;!, which

verifies the conclusions of Equations (8.3)· and (8.4). Theref'ore, the output

sampling rate can be much lower than the filtering sampling rate as required

by the AGC system. It is shown that all the 16-bit micro-computers are

.

powerful enough for adaptive and self-cognitive ACE filtering.
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Chapter 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1. Summary

The main contributions of the research reported in this thesis are the

development of a discrete model of the ACE signal and the design of an

adaptive ACE filter including some implementation considerations. Included

also is the investigation of the current ACE filters and the noise characteris

tics of the random ACE signal. Several conclusions can be drawn from the

studies and these can be summerized as follows:

1. The area control error (ACE) may be considered a single signal

which defines the prevailing overall regulating requirements within

an area. The noise contained in the ACE signal is detrimental to

the AGe system and must be removed as much as possible to

minimize inappropriate power generation variation and excessive

mechanical wear in the frequency regulating components.

2. The current classical ACE filters are not optimum· for the ACE

filtering because the ACE signal may change very rapidly during

the switching on and off of loads and generation facilities.
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3. The discrete model of the ACE signal developed in Chapter 2 is

straight forward and adequate for the filtering application. The

noise in the ACE system is one of the following two types:

a. the model noise inside the ACE system, which has .

mainly a .

Gaussian
. distribution due to the round-ott error during recursive

filtering.

b. the measurement noise outside the ACE system, which has mainly

a Gaussian distribution due to the small load fluctuations in the

power system.

4. Since the ACE noise· is random and is mainly GaUssian· dis

tributed, it is therefore possible. to eliminate it by· ail appropriate

statistical filter. In this thesis,· it is shown that Kalman filtering

can provide a solution to the optimal ACE filtering problem. As a

result, a Kalman ACE filter was developed using a recursive algo

rithm. Two· types of filtering algorithms, the
.

Kalman ACE Filter

for non-stationary noise and the Kalman ACE FUter for stationary

noise were proposed for different applications. ..

5. From the analysis and simulations," it was found that the Kalman

ACE fllter works.well; its performance can be made much better

.

than the classical ACE filter. It was also found that the Kalman

ACE filter can perform better than was originally expected at the

cost of computer power. The idea of developing a high perfor-
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mance ACE filter is verified by theoretical analysis and simula

tions.

6. "The Qutput Correlative Approach" was used to make the ACE

filtering adaptive to the varying ACE noise conditions by estimat

ing the variance of the ACE noise. The estimation simulation

studies show that the size .of the sample window must be large

enough to obtain a reliable estimation of the noise characteristics.

A recursive estimation algorithm was developed for real time ap-.

plications.

7. A simple recognition algorithm was developed based upon the

statistical characteristics of the random ACE· signal. The window

size for recognition must be properly chosen for adequate ac

curacy. A self-cognitive ACE filter was developed. As a result, a

better filtering performance can be achieved by taking advantage

of pattern recognition technology.

8. A design scheme waS provided for convenience in application.

The deternrlnation of the sampling rates was discussed. After ex

amining the computational power of some 16-bit micrcproeeseors,

it was found. that they are all powerful enough for the adaptive

and self-cognitive Kalman ACE filtering. Furthermore, if external

hardware is employed for some time-consuming parts of computa

tions, the Kalman ACE filter can be made better in both tran

sient performance and noise reduction.
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9.2. Existing Problems and Further Wo'rk

Although. the adaptive and self-cognitive ACE filter has been. considered

a good means of achieving the ACE filtering, it has. certain problems. Tliese

include:

1. The optimal ACE filter was designed based on the assumption·

that the ACE noise is Gaussian white. As a matter of fact, the

noise characteristics may be different in which case the· perfor

mance of the filter may be less than optimal.

2. The estimation of the ACE noise characteristics depends. on the·

size of the sample window. A large window sise is essential to the

success of· the adaptive ACE filtering. The proper size. should be

determined by tests. At the beginning of the estimation, the win

dow size is a varying number which is equal to the number of

sampled ACE data already passed. The estimation at the very

beginning may be quite far away from the true value of· the noise

characteristiCs.

3. The proposed recognition algorithm. for the ACE increments also.

depends on the window size.. An appropriate window size is : criti

cal to the accuracy of recognition because the algorithm. can work

only on Gaussian type of ACE noise. The window size is related

to the waveform of the ACE signal and the sampling rate. The·

statistical characteristics. of the random ACE signal . is ..critical to
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the recognition because the proposed . recognition criterion can

work only on the Gaussian type of ACE noise. A more powerful

recognition algorithm might be needed. The concept of self

cognitive ACE· filtering is now a.t the primary stage and this is

one of the unsolved questions.

4. The sampling rates for input, filtering and output of the ACE fll

ter are important. Only the (ll'St order internal interpolation tech

nique was used in this thesis, while there may be a need for in

terpolations of higher orders if the input sampling rate is much

lower than the desired filtering rate. Some unexpected noise may

occur in the digital interface.

5. The. performance indices of the settling time and the noise redue

tion may be different for different applications. All the values

chosen
.

for this thesis are for illustration purpose only. In a

specific applica�ion, the performance indices would have to be

determined practically.

!
.

6. There are some differences· between the statistical results and the

theoretical results, or between the statistical results in different

cases. This is C8.U$ed mainly by the (mite number of data points

used for simulations. and sta.tistics.·

7. The work of this thesis is basically at the feasibility study stage.
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.

There are still several problems in the implementation which are .

beyond the scope of this thesis,"

8. The simulations were done on a VAX 8600 main frame computer

using floating point computations. The. practical implementation

with a micro-computer must consider finite word length effects.
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Appendix A

Analysis of An Analog ACE Filter

In Reference [1], an analog ACE filter for use. in a load frequency con-.

troller was described. This is now in operation in Saskatchewan Power Cor-

poration. This analog ACE filter is a low pass (LP) filter of second order.

Its transfer function is given by

1 10
B(.) = (1+0.1s)2= (10+.)2 (A.1)

The unit step response is given by

.(t) =1- (I-lOt) e-1Ot u'(t) (A.2)

where u(t) is the unit step function.

A.1. Filtering Dynamies

Only the settling . time needs to be examined since' this filter is over

damped. When the unit 'step response reaches its 5% settling point,

,[t.(5%)] = 1-{1 + lOt.(5%)] exp(-lOt.(5%)) =O�95 (A.3)

The 5% settling time is
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t,(5%) =0.474 second

A.2. Ability ot Noise Reduction

The frequency response magnitude of this filter is given by

II H(,) II = III + (0.lw)211
1

(A.4)

Its cut-otT frequency is given by

We = 6.212 rads/second

or

/e=0.989 Hz

Assume that the useful ACE signal all lies within the filter pass band,

i.e. only the ACE noise is reduced. Assume that the 'band width of the ACE

noise is limited to WI due to the preprocessor. before the ACE filter. The

signal-to-noise improvement ratio can be calculated by dividing the variance

or the input ACE (MACE) noise by that of the output ACE (SACE) noise.

The noise· reduction ratio is defined as follows:

V[MACE Noi,e]
NR= .

VISACE NOlie] (A.5)

Since the ACE noise is Gaussian white, the frequency spectruDi density func

tion of the input is 'given by
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The self-correlation of the MACE noise is given by

The spectrum density of the output is given by .

The self-correlation of the output SACE noise is given. by

.

lL� .

=- II H(jwlll2 SSACE Noi,c(w) eJWT dw
'If 0

So, the variance of the SACE noise is given by

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.9)
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V[SACE NoiBe} = /lSACE Noi,,(O)

1'1000
'

,

2

=; 0
II H(jw) II SMACE Noi,e(w)dw

(.04.10)

Therefore, the noise reduction ratio of, the tilter is given by

MACE Noise 5
NR =

SACE NoiBe =2 = 7.96 dB

�

I .
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